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Abstract
Many couples marry either just before or soon after they have their first child. I
show that married couples who have the first child before or in the year of marriage
(kids-first) divorce around twice as often than those having their first kids in the
year following their marriage or later (marriage-first). Various well-known determinants of divorce do not explain this difference. I show that this finding is consistent
with a simple setup where people choose whether to marry based on their potential
relationship quality. Unplanned pregnancies can affect their decisions as women
face a risk of raising the child alone. I build and structurally estimate a lifecycle
model replicating the difference in divorce rates and use it for policy analysis. First,
promoting marriage results in higher divorce rates and lower welfare, and marriage
rates themselves respond little to monetary incentives. Second, forcing fathers to
pay child support has a mild impact on couples’ marriage and divorce decisions,
although it incentivizes more women to be single mothers. Third, policies that improve people’s ability to control their fertility result in better marriages, less divorce,
and higher welfare.
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Introduction

Marriage is associated with a range of desirable outcomes. Controlling for age and education, married couples are wealthier on a per-capita basis than never married or divorced people. Marriage provides spousal insurance against uncertainty and can enable
efficient cooperation within the household. The benefits are especially apparent when it
comes to children: married two-parent families are considered the best in terms of early
and adult-life outcomes of children relative to never married or divorced parents (Chetty
and Hendren 2018; Ginther and Pollak 2004). It is common, especially among conservative voices, to refer to marriage as “America’s strongest anti-poverty weapon” and to
advocate for policies that promote marriage.1 Tax brackets, welfare programs design,
childcare subsidies, and mortgage benefits for families are examples of pro-marriage
policies worldwide.
This paper studies heterogeneity in marriages to answer a simple question: should policies encourage people to marry more? Clearly, not all couples are created equal: statistical benefits from marriage describe the average marriage in the economy, but to answer
the policy question we need to understand what the marginal marriages induced by
potential policies look like. In other words, we need to understand the characteristics of
couples that are close to indifference in their decisions on whether to marry each other.
I propose a novel way to identify the marginal couples based on the relative timing
of marriage and childbirth. Some marriages follow the birth of the first child; others
take place before the couple has children. Formally, I define “kids-first” marriages as
marriages for which the first child was born before or at the year of the marriage and
“marriage-first” as those marriages for which the childbirth happened at least in the following year. The former group includes what is traditionally referred to as a “shotgun
marriage” — a marriage that occurs when a bride is pregnant.2 Like shotgun marriages,
the kids-first marriages suggest that an unintended pregnancy contributed to the decision to get married. I show that the kids-first couples are closer to the margin of marriage, therefore their marriage and divorce are sensitive to the economic situation and
policies.
1

See congressman Ted Budd here, among others.
Gibson-Davis, Ananat, and Gassman-Pines 2016 use North Carolina administrative data to show that
around 10% of women are pregnant at the moment of marriage and this share is stable over the recent
decades.
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The key stylized fact that I establish is that the kids-first people divorce more. Namely,
I show that for women of age 21–40 in the US, 23% of kids-first unions end in divorce
within ten years, as opposed to 10% for marriage-first.3 Most of these differences cannot be explained by various ways of controlling for age, demographics, education, and
income. This pattern is robust to different choices of time horizons and measures of divorce. Perhaps more surprising, the difference is the largest for educated people, yet the
share of the kids-first marriages is lower for them.
The lack of exogenous variation in marriage timing does not allow us to rely on the data
to understand why people experience such different outcomes and the channels generating this difference. If we believe that the kids-first marriages have worse unobservable
quality, which causes them to be less stable, studying policy and welfare questions crucially require understanding the magnitudes of these quality differences. I develop a
quantitative model that can map the differences in divorce rates into marriage quality
differences and separate the impact of marriage quality from the effects of age, income,
and wealth.
My structural approach helps answer two questions. First, what mechanisms explain
the difference in divorce rates between the kids-first and other marriages? Second, can
economic policies create successful marriages? The two questions are closely related: I
argue that the higher divorce rates can be rationalized with the kids-first couples having
lower marriage quality because kids push some people towards marriage. Understanding this mechanism and quantifying the marriage quality differences with the model is
crucial to understanding the distribution of marriages that are created by potential policies. As a starting point, I look at the consequences of pushing more kids-first couples
to marry. Then I turn to several practical applications: the role of monetary incentives,
child support, and fertility control improvements.
The model is based on a dynamic limited commitment framework (Kocherlakota 1996;
Ligon, Thomas, and Worrall 2000; Marcet and Marimon 2019), in which I endogenize
marriage, divorce, and fertility choice. People are heterogeneous with respect to age,
labor productivity, and savings. They randomly meet potential matches with different
relationship quality. When a couple meets, the decision power is determined by symmetric Nash Bargaining. The relationship quality — match-specific utility gain on top of
3

To my knowledge, I am the first in the economic literature to document this fact. In demographic and
sociological literature, Wang and Wilcox (2018) establish part of this result using a similar relative timing
methodology. Gibson-Davis, Ananat, and Gassman-Pines (2016) discuss it for the shotgun marriages in a
narrow sense.
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the economic gains — is a crucial factor affecting people’s decisions to marry. It evolves
over time, hit by stochastic “love shocks”. Spouses cannot commit not to divorce, so all
their choices of consumption, savings, labor force participation and fertility are subject
to the participation constraints determined dynamically based on their option to divorce
and possibly find new partners. Married childless couples endogenously decide on their
fertility timing; children bring utility and require both money and time.
A main driving force for the marriage timing in the model is random fertility shocks
happening to the partners before making their marriage decision.4 When a potential
couple meets, with some chance they have an unplanned child. If this happens, the couple’s bargaining is affected: if the partners agree, they become a (kids-first) couple with
a child; otherwise, the woman risks becoming a single mother or facing a costly pregnancy abortion, and the man loses access to the child. Relative to the regular situation,
in which upon disagreement partners just wait for their new matches, breaking up after
a pregnancy generates different selection pattern.
I estimate the model parameters using a simulated method of moments, matching the
established data evidence to the quantities in the simulated data. The parameters I estimate are the preference for children, household technology features, and the transition
probabilities. I match several sets of moments. The most important estimation goal is the
percentage of divorced women by different durations of marriage in the kids-first and
the marriage-first group. I also include the share of never-married and divorced with
and without kids at each age, the percentage of couples having children at each marriage duration, and several other targets. To account for the education gradient flexibly,
I perform two separate estimations on two subgroups — college graduates and high
school graduates. The model fits very well in both subgroups. Estimating the model
twice also allows me to assess the robustness of qualitative results and obtain (informal)
bounds for quantitative conclusions.
The estimated threshold for acceptable relationship quality falls following the shock,
leading to the creation of marriages that would not happen without an unplanned pregnancy. These marriages have the highest risk of divorce. Most importantly, following an
unexpected pregnancy the woman’s outside option drops: many women do not want
4

According to Finer and Zolna 2016, nearly 45% of pregnancies in the US in 2008–2011 are unintended,
and the highest incidence of unintended pregnancies is among unmarried cohabiting couples. The calculations combine administrative data on births with abortion surveys and NSFG. Unintended here refers
to mistimed (“wanted later”) or unwanted.
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to raise the child on their own unless they are highly productive or have considerable
savings.
Because of the drop in the agreement threshold, more than a half of college and around
one-third of high-school kids-first couples in the model marry because they had a pregnancy. Two factors: imperfect fertility control and social stigma against unmarried parenting — explain more than two-thirds of the kids-first couples’ excess divorces. For the
high school graduates the relative importance of these factors is roughly equal, and for
the college social stigma matters around twice less.
What are the effects of marriage promotion? In the model, the social stigma against unmarried parenting is an internal way society pushes the kids-first people towards marriage. More pushing immediately translates to higher divorce rates of newly created
couples, eventually increasing the number of women who are single mothers. It also
decreases the model’s notion of a child’s consumption. Finally, more pushing is strictly
welfare decreasing. Men always lose from it, women can have small benefits depending
on the methodology, but these benefits are minor relative to men’s losses. In addition,
the marriage decisions in the model respond very little to monetary incentives. If policymakers want to subsidize couples to make people marry more, making one percent
more people married at the age of 30 requires a four to six percent increase in couples’
median annual resources. This result suggests that stimulating marriage by policies is
not only inefficient but is also hard to achieve.
Furthermore, the model provides a way to look at post-marital policies like child support. Quantitatively, child support is welfare improving: men lose less than women
gain. However, it comes with side effects: it increases the share of single mothers in
the economy by making couples divorce more and singles to abort pregnancies less often. Consequently, the average consumption of a median child born in the economy
decreases, so the model implies that child support does not necessarily benefit children.
The most obvious way to create better marriages in the model is to give people better control over their fertility and to eliminate the pressure to marry following a pregnancy. Both measures are welfare-improving for men, women, and children and reduce
the count of single mothers in the economy and the divorce rates. Together they produce welfare benefits as large as multiple years of labor earnings, especially for the less
educated. Quantitatively, for both genders and both education groups, the risk of unplanned pregnancy has the monetary equivalent of 1.5 to 3 times median annual labor
earnings at 30, where the upper bound is for the high school males.
4

My paper contributes to the literature in four ways. First, I am the first to document a
strong and robust underperformance of kids-first marriages in modern US data. Second, I am the first to estimate a lifecycle model featuring the interaction of limited commitment with a fertility choice, which is central in the model. Third, I am the first to
study the interaction of creation and dissolution of shotgun marriages from a public
policy perspective, which previously have been considered in isolation while being importantly related as two sources of formation of single-parent families. Fourth, I am
the first to consider the welfare consequences of marriage-promoting policies within the
family economics literature.
I am not the first to study shotgun marriages in the literature. A seminal piece of research
is Akerlof, Yellen, and Katz (1996). They interpret shotgun marriage as commitment
technology to access premarital sex and argue that contraception and abortion technologies lead to this practice’s disappearance. Although the nature of the shotgun marriage
likely changed over time, the data confirm that midpregnancy marriage is still relatively
common, see footnote 2. Further, welfare expansion (Neal 2004) and the stock of potential partners (Chiappori and Oreffice 2008) were argued to influence women’s decision
to enter marriages following pregnancies. However, all these models are mostly of illustrative purposes. In contrast to this, my model is quantitative, it is capable of delivering
policy counterfactuals and welfare implications.
Empirically, Alesina and Giuliano (2006) have shown that easier divorce increased the
number of shotgun marriages created, and Tannenbaum (2020) and Rossin-Slater (2017)
have shown that stricter child support enforcement reduces pregnancy-related marriages. These findings are consistent with the story that shotgun marriage is a device
to obtain the required commitment and resources for childbearing. However, they focus
on the angle of the creation of shotgun marriages rather than on understanding their
dynamics. Two related papers — Foerster (2020) and Brown, Flinn, and Mullins (2011)
— explore the impact of child support and alimony payments on the dynamics of divorce using models, yet they abstract from marriage creation. My work combines both
of these lines of literature: I study both creation and dissolution, which results in nontrivial interaction through the selection of marriage quality. Another related paper is
Kennes and Knowles (2015): they consider how exogenous changes in divorce rates affected decisions to become a single mother or to enter a shotgun marriage; my focus is
different as I explicitly model the divorce rates.
From the model perspective, my work is within a growing branch of literature of lifecy5

cle models of marriage and divorce, pioneered by Mazzocco (2007), and Voena (2015).
Notable recent examples include Low et al. (2018), Shephard (2019) and Blasutto (2020).
The context of fertility choice within lifecycle models without divorce was studied by
Sommer (2016), and Ejrnæs and Jørgensen (2020), among others. Finally, the model
broadly contributes to the literature understanding the value of marriage, which has
been discussed since the work of Becker (1981). Modern studies emphasize roles of risksharing (Lise and Yamada 2019), the general comparative advantage of being a couple
(Chiappori 1997), and shared production of public good (Greenwood et al. 2016). My
work here primarily focuses on the last one: children are the crucial part of the value
created within a couple and therefore are first-order issues in how couples form.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. First, I document the behavior of
kids-first marriages empirically in Section 2. I discuss and present a theoretical model in
Section 3. Section 4 presents the details of the solution and estimation. Section 5 presents
the the model fit and the estimation results. Section 6 provides a series of results aiming
to understand the causes and implications of the differences in divorce rates. Section 7
presents and discusses marriage promotion counterfactuals. Section 8 concludes.
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Empirical Patterns

Before presenting a model, I summarize the main results of the incidence and presence
of shotgun marriage. This section does not aim to establish causality, and yet I attempt to
argue that there is no obvious explanation in the data for the reasons why relative timing
matters. First, using ACS as the primary data source, I show the main result of marriage
performance for kids-first and marriage-first couples. Second, I confirm that it holds on
large subsamples of the data. Whether I pick older or younger or more or less educated,
I still get a persistent difference, although its magnitude varies. Relatedly, I show that
controlling for many variables influencing the share of divorced does not invalidate
the result. Third, using a supplementary sample from SIPP data, I argue that the fact
the in the primary dataset marriage and fertility history cannot be recovered perfectly
is not likely to drive the conclusions. Finally, I demonstrate that with my definitions
majority of kids-first couples have their own children as opposed to being a result of
single mothers finding a new partner, though the fact of having the own children does
not seem to play a huge role.
I mainly use the American Community Survey (ACS) samples of 2009–2017 for the main
empirical exercise and the model estimation. Its advantage is large sample sizes with
6

very precise household data: it can deliver very detailed partitions of the data, like
focusing only on people surveyed a certain number of years after their marriage. Its primary disadvantage is the incompleteness of the marriage and fertility histories, which I
address later.
To classify the couples by fertility timing, I consider the following simple measure:
∆T = Year of the first birth − Year of the first marriage

(1)

assuming both events happened by the time the person is observed. Based on the ∆T I
call kids-first (KF) women those who have ∆T ≤ 0 and marriage-first (MF) those who
have ∆T > 0.
To form the sample for the analysis, I pick 2009–2017 ACS, pick women aged 21–40 at the
moment of the survey, exclude those with marital statuses “spouse absent”, “widowed”
and “separated”. The resulting selection is what I refer to as a general population of
women. Within this population, I focus on females who are either married or divorced
now, have children present in a household, and are married no more than once. Finally,
within those, I focus on an 11-year window between the years of marriage and fertility
−5 ≤ ∆T ≤ 5. The first birth year is computed based on the age of the eldest child,
so this assumes that the eldest child still resides with the woman.5 ACS person-specific
weights are used in all calculations.
The described restrictions aim to address the imperfections of the ACS data, which is a
large-scale cross-sectional household survey. Focusing on women allows capturing divorces more accurately, as children staying with mothers is a default custody allocation
in the US. Restricting the age allows focusing on women who are likely to reside with
their children. Picking married once is a limitation of the data, as only the year of the
most recent marriage is recorded. In Subsection 2.1 I argue that these restrictions are
not crucial for the empirical result. Finally, picking a window around ∆T = 0 allows
mitigating family arrangements that are likely to have stepchildren and families where
the older child has moved out. Appendix A.2 shows that result still holds without this
restriction, although observations with ∆T outside the window decrease the magnitude
of the differences I discuss.
5

Some cases have the age difference between the mother and the child is above 14, for them the year
was treated as missing.
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The top part of Table 3 illustrates the differences in the divorce between kids-first and
marriage-first groups in general, as well as the relative proportion of the kids-first group.
To measure the divorce, I focus on shares of divorced women among those ever married.
I first use a simple cross-sectional measure, comparing the raw percentages of divorced
people in each of the two groups. This measure does not account for duration properly: given ∆T , some couples may be married longer than others at the moment of the
survey. Therefore I also present the difference conditional on particular durations. The
table shows the results conditional on being 5 or 10 years after the marriage; the large
sample size allows doing this. Surprisingly, this conditioning does not change the difference substantially. Further, the bottom part of the table illustrates the heterogeneity by
partitioning people on education groups and comparing women with earlier and later
births.
Table 1: Share of divorced among kids-first and marriage-first, ACS
share of divorced if ...
marriage-first kids-first
All sample
Cross-sectional share of divorced
9.9
Divorced 5 years after marriage
5.1
Divorced 10 year after marriage
10.4
Cross-sectional share of divorced for subsamples
High school only
12.8
Some college
14.3
College or more
5.3
First birth before 25
15.5
First birth at 25 or later
6.2

(share of kids-first)

18.1
14.3
22.8

(26.1)
(24.6)
(24.4)

17.3
21.0
14.8
19.9
10.9

(37.0)
(31.3)
(11.9)
(41.8)
(10.7)

Notes. This is American Community Survey data, 2009–2017. The numbers are percentages.
Two left columns show the percentage of divorced conditional on being in a marriage-first or
kids-first group, respectively. The right column shows the relative proportion of kids-first in
those who belong to either group. Kids-first refers to women who have their first child before or
at the year of marriage, marriage first to those who have their first child at least in the following
year. Everything is conditional on being married once and having children at home; see the text
for precise definitions.

Few patterns are worth noting. First, people in the kids-first group systematically have
higher divorce rates. Second, this difference is more pronounced for college graduates,
despite the smaller yet sizable share of the kids-first group for them: with comparable
absolute difference marriage-first group is relatively much more stable. Third, although
8

very related to the previous one, the difference is more visible for women who give
birth later rather than earlier. Fourth, heterogeneity in shares of kids-first and shares of
divorced by subgroups suggests that composition is an essential factor.
As the divorced rates are heterogeneous within the population, the ratio of shares of divorced is more informative than the difference. In particular, the table suggests that the
divorce rate for kids-first high school graduates is 1.4 times higher than for the marriagefirst, and this ratio is 2.8 for college graduates.
Table 2 uses a flexible linear regression to control for the composition. The specification
is
Divorcedi = ∆ · KFi + γ · Xi + εi
where Xi represents possible controls. Raw difference in the divorce rate corresponds to
ˆ when Xi contains only constant.
∆
I employ three sets of controls: individual characteristics include dummy variables age
and education interacted, as well as race, fixed effects of state, belonging to a metropolitan area and survey year. Duration controls include dummies for all interactions of age
with age of the first marriage and age of the first birth. Finally, income controls are a
third degree polynomial of log income on a subsample of women who are employed,
have non-missing income data, work at least 10 hours per week, and report labor earnings more than $3000 a year. To supplement this result, I present a matching estimator
based on a propensity score, which is an implied probability of being in the kids-first
group predicted by the same controls (excluding duration controls, as predicting the
treatment perfectly by definition).
These regression results are subject to an important limitation: as kids-first and marriagefirst couples differ in their marriage and birth timing, the common support is violated —
it is not possible to pick people from two groups with identical timing. This motivates
exclusion of duration when predicting propensity score, and this also generally hurts
the statistical interpretation of all the differences in divorce. Nevertheless, its large magnitude and robustness do suggest that this is not solely an artifact of the data structure.
This evidence suggests that although composition plays a role, regardless of observable
characteristics kids-first women are divorced more often than marriage first. Marriage
duration and demographics only explains less than half of these differences.
The following subsections and Appendix A provide few extra checks and additional
insights. Shortly, using more detailed and more complete data does not change the
9

Table 2: Difference in share of divorced, regression and matching
Regression equation: Divorcedi = ∆ · kids-firsti + Controlsi + εi
Estimates
Difference (∆) (standard error)
All sample, regression
No controls (raw difference)
Demographic controls
Duration controls
Demographic + duration
Demographic + duration + income
All sample, propensity score matching
Demographic controls
Demographic controls + income

Ratio =

div if KF
div if MF

8.2
5.7
5.8
4.8
4.1

(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.3)

1.83
1.58
1.59
1.48
1.41

5.0
4.9

(0.3)
(0.2)

1.50
1.49

Notes. This is American Community Survey data, 2009–2017. The numbers are regression estimates in
percents. ∆ corresponds to the difference in share of divorced between kids first and marriage first.
Ratio is the ratio of the percentages of divorced between kids-first and marriage first, in a context of
ˆ
regression it is defined as 1 + div ∆
if MF . Regression with income controls is for subsample of those whose
income data is non-missing and of good quality, see the text for precise definitions. Propensity score
matching is done using default Stata psmatch2 options, interactions of the controls were not included
due to computational reasons.

patterns I discuss here.
2.1

Full Marital History (SIPP)

This section provides further evidence using Survey of Income and Program Participation data, Wave 2014. The main distinguishing feature is the concrete recording of the
year of the first marriage and the age of the first birth for every woman. This allows for
relaxing two sampling restrictions: conditioning on women ever married instead of married once (counting remarried) and correctly counting women with non-residential children (including women older than 40). In the dimensions excluding those two things,
the methodology is identical, including the use of ±5 year window for ∆T .
2.2

Finer Partitions of the Data

This part supplements the main result by digging deeper into the composition of the
kids-first group. Shortly, regardless of who is considered, the qualitative findings that
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Table 3: Share of divorced among kids-first and marriage-first, SIPP
share of divorced if ...
marriage-first kids-first (share of kids-first)
All sample, cross-sectional shares
Ever divorced
34.4
48.0
(21.0)
Divorced if married once
12.4
19.3
Remarried
22.0
28.7
Cross-sectional share of ever divorced for subsamples
High school only
37.5
46.3
(26.4)
Some college
41.6
52.0
(22.0)
College or more
24.6
45.8
(12.7)
First birth before 25
45.1
53.1
(28.2)
First birth at 25 or later
20.7
23.4
(9.4)
Notes. This is Survey of Income and Program Participation data, the cross-section of
Wave 1, 2014. The numbers are percentages. Two left columns show the percentage
of divorced conditional on being in a marriage-first or kids-first group, respectively.
The right column shows the relative proportion of kids-first in those who belong
to either group. Kids-first refers to women who have their first child before or at
the year of marriage, marriage first to those who have their first child at least in the
following year.

kids-first people have higher divorce rates hold, although quantitatively, it may differ
quite a lot.
2.2.1

Partition by Relative Timing (ACS)

In the main exercise people with ∆T ≤ 0 were pooled together. This part aims to see
how people with ∆T = 0 (fertility at the marriage year) and ∆T < 0 (fertility before
marriage) are different. Table 4 shows the first set of results, redoing the comparison
with and without controls. It shows that regardless of controlling strategy, women who
have kids at the very year of marriage have somewhat higher divorce rates than those
who married in the following years, although all of them divorce more than marriagefirst women.
Finally, I show the graphs with the percentages of divorced 5 years after marriage for
each ∆T on Figure 1. The graph shows that ∆T = 0 generally has the highest share of
divorced. The largest difference is between people with ∆T = 0 and ∆T ∈ {2, 3, 4}, and
11

Table 4: Difference in share of divorced, by different ∆T
Regression equation: Divorcedi = ∆0 · I[∆T = 0] + ∆< · I[∆T < 0] + Controlsi + εi
Estimates
Kids-first, at (∆0 ) Kids-first, before (∆< )
No controls (raw difference)
8.6
8.0
Demographic controls
6.8
5.2
Duration controls
6.2
5.1
Demographic + duration
5.2
3.9
Demographic + duration + income
5.0
2.3
Notes. ACS, 2009–2017. The numbers are regression estimates in percents. The estimates indicate the
difference in share of divorced relative to the marriage-first women

it drives most of the result, where for other points the difference is less striking or even
reversed, although their weight (indicated by height of the bars) is lower, and therefore
they do not overturn the main result.
2.2.2

Multi-Partner Women (SIPP)

Although the use of ±5 years window is dedicated to reducing the concern of people
having stepchildren, it does not eliminate it entirely. Within the kids-first group, one
may desire to consider women marrying the father of her first child and women marrying someone else than the child father separately. An essential issue of most of the
surveys is that relation of the male to the child is clear if the male is present in the
household, but once the couple divorces and the male is not present, only a few sources
provide information on the retrospective relationship. This issue is impossible to overcome directly in ACS; however, it is possible to handle using SIPP.
For a subsample of women having more than one child, SIPP asks the question about
having children from multiple partners. Therefore I introduce a partition on three groups.
Marriage-first women are those having ∆T > 0 as before. Kids-first-own are those with
∆T ≤ 0 who (1) do not report to have multi-partner fertility, and (2) have had children
born both before and after their first marriage. Kids-first-other are those who do not
meet these criteria. In the data, more than three-quarters of this group do report multipartner fertility. Because of the nature of the multipartner fertility questions, I also
exclude women who are married more than once: most of them are likely to be misclassified to the “other” group. To repeat the strategy from the ACS part, I also restrict
12
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5
dT = Year The First Child Born - Year The First Marriage Happened
% divorced (5 years after marriage)

distribution of dT

Women, age 21-40, own children present, one marriage. Dashed lines are 95% CI.

Figure 1: Share of divorced in 5 years by relative timing of marriage and fertility.

attention to women 40 or younger: as many people remarry later, the attrition will introduce bias considering solely women married once.
Table 5 shows the distribution of the females 21–40 and older conditional on having
more than one child and being married once by the three groups, as well as share of
divorced in each of them. Three important conclusions are (1) the majority of the kidsfirst group seem to have their own children, (2) the percentage of divorced is higher for
both subgroups of kids-first, (3) people with multipartner fertility have higher divorce
rates, but their share is relatively smaller.

3

Model

There is a number of well-established features for the models of individual agents’ lifecycle that reproduce desirable properties of the microdata, the dynamics of couples
is explored relatively less. Moreover, endogenous transitions between singleness and
marriage and back require these options to be comparable, and the model of collective
household with endogenous decision weight is intended to achieve this.
13

Table 5: Finer partition of kids-first, SIPP
share in sample share of divorced
Women 21–40, 1 marriage, 2+ children
Marriage-first
72.1
10.5
Kids-first-own
16.4
14.6
Kids-first-other
11.4
27.2
Notes. This is Survey of Income and Program Participation data,
cross-section of Wave 1, 2014. The numbers are percentages.
Kids-first-own is a subset of kids-first for which it is verifiable
that woman married a father of the first child, kids-first-other
includes all other cases.

The transitions are based on total values of being in a particular state, so some features of
the model (like one-dimensional income process and no state for child’s human capital)
are simplistic relative to the modern literature and are modeled in a somewhat reduced
form. Three features of the model are crucial. First, the marriage market has to be rich
to capture how spouses are selected against particular partners. Second, intrahousehold
utility should capture the value of marriage and the possible presence of couples with
and without children, so the value of fertility is well-understood. Third, the remarriage
market has to be realistic: it should both be related to the primary marriage market and
reflect the difficulties in finding partners after a divorce.
The economy consists of women and men, who both start their life single and childless
at time t = 1. It corresponds to the age of 21 for women and the age of 23 for men. Single
and childless people without kids work full-time. In each period, with some probability
pmeet
singles meet a random partner, coming from a fixed distribution of singles of the
t
opposite gender.
People are heterogeneous with respect to their age t, labor productivity, z, and savings
(assets) a. Couples have two additional dimensions: a common marriage quality ψ, that
is enjoyed by both partners, and decision weight θ, which reflects the relative decision
power of the woman in the couple (Pareto weight). Finally, singles and couples can have
up to one child, which stays with them forever, brings value and childbearing costs. If a
couple breaks up, child custody is always assigned to the mother.
Therefore, in total, there are five types of agents: a single woman (f ), a single man (m),
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a single woman with a child (single mother henceforth) (f k), a couple without children
(c), a couple with a child (ck). Single fathers can be defined analogously, but are outside
of the baseline consideration.
The marriage market is central to the creation of shotgun marriages. It is modeled
through random shocks to the matches: when two potential partners meet, with some
probability, an unplanned pregnancy happens and interferes with their decisions to
marry each other. If the pregnancy does not happen, upon disagreement two partners
keep being single and meeting other people. If the pregnancy does happen, then upon
disagreement woman either stays a single mother or carries costly abortion. Abortion
access is imperfect: with probability 1 − pa woman gets no access to abortion (note that
this also captures a share of women who got their babies born before the marriage decision), and with probability pa she can choose to have an abortion with utility costs φa . It
is assumed that women do not know the realization of the abortion costs at the moment
of marriage decision. This assumption both justifies friction in decision making (marriage decisions are not immediate, and abortion decisions have to be made quickly) and
slightly economizes on computations. If potential partners get a pregnancy shock, the
child support may also be paid; this is discussed later in B.2. Figure 2 summarizes the
discussed transitions.
There are several aspects that I have to abstract from in my modeling choices. First, I do
not model unmarried cohabitation. It is not a common family arrangement in the US: as
documented by Payne (2013), only about 3% of children live in unions with unmarried
cohabitating parents, as opposed to 21% living with single mothers. The transition from
cohabitation to marriage is an understudied area. We explore it outside of the fertility
context in Blasutto and Kozlov (2020), and combining fertility and cohabitation choices
complicates the model’s setup and identification. Second, given the substantial amount
of heterogeneity, the model abstracts from the marriage market in a classic sense: agents
meet potential partners from an exogenous distribution of available singles. Third, for
the same reasons, I also abstract from modeling the number of children: all childbearing
couples are treated identically.
The rest of this section summarizes the decision problems and the agents’ value functions, starting from couples to singles. Then it discusses the described marriage market
formally, finally it covers divorce and other essential features.
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Figure 2: Transitions around the marriage market.

3.1

Couple and Child

Let Vtf,ck and Vtm,ck represent the values of male and female of being in a couple with a
child conditional on staying together in period t, and Vtf,dk , Vtm,dk represent the value of
divorce of such a couple. This section describes their recursive definition, starting from
value 0 in the last period.
The couple enters the period with savings a, bringing gross return R · a, productivities
z m and z f , love shock ψ and decision weights θ0 = (θf , θm ). Productivities, together with
age, determine female and male wages Wtf (z f ), Wtm (z m ). The couple gets utility from
spouses’ consumption and the child’s consumption; part of the latter can be produced at
home by reducing the female labor supply. The love shock represents an additive utility
surplus of being together.
Conditional on staying together in the period t, the choice of the couple are spouses’
consumption cf , cm , expenditures on the child x, female labor supply lf and savings
a0 . I summarize the “exogenous” state by ω = (z m , z f , ψ). After making the decisions,
the couple transitions to the next period t + 1 and gets a draw of ω 0 . Given a0 and ω 0 it
chooses whether to divorce, which is represented by a binary indicator dt+1 (a0 , ω 0 ). If it
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does not, it enters the next period with the decision weights θ0 = θ0 (a0 , ω 0 , θ), evolution
of which is determined by renegotiation; otherwise the couple divorces.6
The couple’s decisions are defined by the following optimization problem and the continuation values:
(ã0 , c̃f , c̃m , x̃, ˜lf ) = arg max
a0 ,cf ,cm ,x,lf



ck
θf · u(cf ) + θm · u(cm ) + ψ + φ(q) + β · Eω0 |(lf ,ω) Vt+1

s.t. a0 + c + x = R · a + Wtm (z f ) + lf · Wtf (z m )
c = C(cf , cm )

(2)

(evolution of joint assets),
(increasing returns in consumption),

q = f (x, lf ) ≥ q

(required costs of childcare),

h
i
f,ck 0
m,ck 0
ck
where Vt+1
= (1 − dt+1 ) · θf · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 )
h
i
f,dk 0
m,dk 0
+ dt+1 · θf · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 )

(no divorce),
(divorce).

Note that the decisions are homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to θ, which allows
assuming θf + θm = 1. The corresponding individual continuation values are:
Vtf,ck (a, ω, θ) = u(c̃f ) + ψ + φ(q̃)+
(3)
n
o
f,ck 0
f,dk 0
β · Eω0 |(lf ,ω) (1 − dt+1 ) · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + dt+1 · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) ,
Vtm,ck (a, ω, θ) = u(c̃m ) + ψ + φ(q̃)+
(4)
n
o
m,ck 0
m,dk 0
β · Eω0 |(lf ,ω) (1 − dt+1 ) · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + dt+1 · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) .
The divorce decision and the law of motion for θ are defined in Section 3.7. The divorce
values V ·,dk , and the child support assignment are given in Section B.2.
The transition for female productivity includes possible skill depreciation, which depends on the female labor supply’s value lf . Therefore the expectation operator is
Eω0 |(lf ,ω) . The transition laws are discussed in 3.5.
6

Note that the conditioning on staying together allows us to omit the participation constraints from the
problem representation, as they are implicitly enforced at the interim stage: prior to entering the period,
the couple decides whether to stay together or divorce (chooses dt+1 ). Therefore, potential violation of
the next period’s participation constraints is expressed through the divorce terms and dynamics of θ.
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3.2

Childless Couple

Childless married couples have both partners working full-time. They enjoy the match
quality stock ψ, and choose their consumption and savings. A childless couple may
try to conceive a child. This decision precedes all consumption-savings decisions and
happens after realizing the shocks and renegotiation, conditional on staying together at
this period. The conception decision at the beginning of the following period is denoted
by kt+1 . The decision problem is otherwise similar to those of a couple with a child:

c
(ã0 , c̃f , c̃m ) = arg max θf · u(cf ) + θm · u(cm ) + ψ + β · Eω0 |ω Vt+1

(5)

a0 ,cf ,cm

s.t. a0 + c = R · a + Wtm (z f ) + Wtf (z m )

(evolution of joint assets),

c = C(cf , cm )

(increasing returns in consumption),

c
where Vt+1
=

h
i
f,c
m,c 0
(1 − dt+1 ) · (1 − kt+1 ) · θf · Vt+1
(a0 , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) (no divorce, no birth),
h
i
f,ck̃ 0
m,ck̃ 0
(1 − dt+1 ) · kt+1 · θf · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 )
(no divorce, try birth),
h
i
f,d 0
m,d 0
+ dt+1 · θf · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 )
(divorce).
I assume childbearing itself to be costless, but its success is random and uncertain. psuccess
t
is assumed to be age-specific. Therefore, for a fertile couple, the value of trying to conceive a child is
j,ck̃ 0
j,ck 0
j,c
Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) = psuccess
· Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + (1 − psuccess
) · Vt+1
(a0 , ω 0 , θ0 ), j ∈ {f, m}
t
t

(6)

The decision to conceive is based on a weighted value function after the renegotiation
(weighted with the next period’s weights). Define the couple’s weighted values as
f,ck̃ 0
m,ck̃ 0
V f m,ck̃ (a0 , ω 0 , θ0 ) = θf 0 · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm0 · Vt+1
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ),
m,c 0
f,c
(a , ω 0 , θ0 ),
V f m,c (a0 , ω 0 , θ0 ) = θf 0 · Vt+1
(a0 , ω 0 , θ0 ) + θm0 · Vt+1

and the decision to (try to) give a birth is then
h
i
f m,ck̃ 0
0 0
f m,c 0
0 0
kt+1 (a , ω , θ ) = I V
(a , ω , θ ) ≥ V
(a , ω , θ ) .
0

0

0
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(7)

There are two important remarks here. First, the value function V f m,· is different from
the weighted value function used in the couple’s problem in the definition of Vt+1 because of the timing of the decisions. This weighting is an artifact of the timing, and it
makes decisions consistent with the broader limited commitment framework, dynamic
aspects of which are discussed in Marcet and Marimon (2019). From a practice view, this
formulation preserves homotheticity. However, it prevents writing the weighted terms
as one value function, as they depend on a mixture of the current and expected future
decision weights.7
3.3

Single Women and Men

Each period single people may meet one potential partner with probability pmeet . The
partners differ with assets and productivities (a, z), and each match additionally receives a draw of initial marriage quality ψ, on top of this, with some chances men
meet single mothers. The details of the partners market are described in 3.6, right
now we just denote the distribution of characteristics of the potential future matches by
ΓM = Γt+1 (aM , z M , ψ M ), and corresponding marriage decision mM = mt+1 (aM , z M , ψ M )
and resulting bargaining weight θM = θt+1 (aM , z M , ψ M ). So let dΓM denotes the density
of the matches with specified characteristics, and ω M denotes future couple’s exogenous
state.
As I discuss above, there is a chance of ppreg that an unplanned pregnancy happens
when a potential couple meets. Given a match, the resulting marriage decision m and
the resulting bargaining weight θ may depend on pregnancy status, so I denote them
mm,p , θm,p when pregnancy happens and mm,np , θm,np when it does not.
If unplanned pregnancy does not happen and woman agrees to marry, she enters a
childless couple, that can later have a child and become a marriage-first couple. In
unplanned pregnancy does happen and woman agrees, she enters a couple with a child,
that is classified as a kids-first couple.
In case of unplanned pregnancy both partners face social stigma φs , that is expressed as
a disutility of refusing to marry following an unplanned pregnancy.
7

For a straightforward example, imagine that almost all bargaining weight belongs to the wife in a
couple in the current period. Let (θf , θm ) = (1, ε) for some small ε. Suppose also that starting from
the next period with certainty and forever (θf , θm ) = (ε, 1). This situation has very low expected value
for the wife, and it needs to be assessed accordingly, with decision weights reflecting the current state.
Otherwise, the husband’s future benefits are counted in the value function that now mostly reflects the
utility of the wife.
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Additionally, if woman refuses to marry she faces uncertain access to costly abortion:
with a chance of pa she may choose to be a single mother or to abort the pregnancy with
utility costs φa , a chance of 1 − pa she stays a single mother. At the moment of marriage
decision the realization of the abortion access is unknown.
Finally, the woman who refuse to enter the marriage following a pregnancy and kept the
pregnancy may be awarded a child support. This happens with probability pcs,n . Realization of the child support access happens after the pregnancy access and is uncertain
at the moment of abortion decision, and the value of the child support is specific to the
characteristics of the partner and the woman, as discussed in B.2.
Therefore woman who rejects a proposal gets the following expected value:
Vtf,sk? (a, z f )

n
o
f,s
f,sk
f
f
= p · max Ecs V
(a, z ), Vt (a, z ) − φa + (1 − pa ) · Vtf,sk (a, z f ).
a

(8)

where
Ecs V f,sk (a, z f ) = pcs,n · Vtf,sk (a, z f + CS m ) + (1 − pcs,n ) · Vtf,sk (a, z f ).

(9)

The child support is match-specific, so this abuses the notation slightly.
Apart from the meeting of partners and pregnancies, the problem of the singles is a
standard consumption-savings problem. Starting with single females:
(
Vtf,s (a, z f ) = max
a0 ,cf

u(cf )+

β · Ezf 0 |zf

(1 − pmeet
) · V f,s (a0 , z f 0 ) +
t

pmeet
t

· (1 −

preg
pt )

pmeet
t

preg
pt

·

·

Z h

(10)
(no partner met)

Z h
f,c
·
mM,np · Vt+1
(a0 + aM , ω M , θM,np )+ (met, no pregnancy, agree)
i
f,s 0 f 0
(a , z ) dΓM +
(disagree)
(1 − mM,np ) · Vt+1

f,ck 0
mM,p · Vt+1
(a + aM , ω M , θM,p )+

n
oi
f,sk? 0 f 0
M,p
(1 − m ) · Vt+1 (a , z ) − φs dΓM
s.t. a0 + cf = R · a + Wtf (z f )

(met, shotgun marriage)
!)
(disagree, social stigma)
(evolution of the assets).
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The decision problem for single males, defining Vtm,s (a, z m ) is described in the Appendix
B.1.
3.4

Single Mothers

Single mothers have sole custody of their children and pay the costs of them fully out
of their labor income (that could have been adjusted in a past to account for the child
support received). This can partially be done by a reduction in labor supply lf .
They also have a chance to meet a single male, who has a utility loss φd from potentially
having stepchildren, as shown in 26. I refer to these losses as a remarriage penalty in the
further parts.
The optimization problem and the value function definition therefore is
(
Vtf,sk (a, z f ) = max

a0 ,cf ,x,lf

u(cf ) + φ(q)+

(11)

β · Ezf 0 |(lf ,zf ) (1 − pmeet
) · V f,s (a0 , z f 0 ) +
t
pmeet
t

(no partner met)

Z h
f,ck 0
·
mM,sm · Vt+1
(a + aM , ω M , θM,np )+
i
f,sk 0 f 0
(1 − mM,sm ) · Vt+1
(a , z ) dΓM

(met, agree)
!)

s.t. a0 + cf + x = R · a + lf · Wtf (z f )

(evolution of the assets),

q = f (x, lf ) ≥ q

3.5

(disagree)

(required costs of childcare).

Shocks and Income Trends

I assume that shocks for productivity terms z f , z m and love shock ψ follow random walk
process. For male productivity and love shocks the laws of motions are:
z,m
2
m
zt+1
= ztm + εz,m
t+1 , εt+1 ∼ N (0, σz,m ),

(12)

2
ψt+1 = ψt + εψt+1 , εz,m
t+1 ∼ N (0, σψ ).

(13)

The random walk structure with no mean reversion allows to interpret the productivity
shocks as components of permanent income, therefore both female skills depreciation
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and the income reallocation through child support can be interpreted as shifts in z. The
law of motion for the female productivity is
f
z,f
f
2
zt+1
= ztf + εz,f
t+1 − δ(l ), εt+1 ∼ N (0, σz,f ), δ(1) = 0.

(14)

The model assumes that women without children always have labor supply of 1, and
women with children (both single and in couples) can reduce their labor supply as an
input to the home production of the child’s consumption q.
Finally, the labor earnings are determined by z and age trends using the following expressions:
m
Wtf (z f ) = exp(Trendft + z f ), Wtm (z m ) = exp(Trendm
t + z ).

3.6

(15)

Marriage Market

As all the decisions are homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to (θf , θm ), to lighten
the notation since this part I assume that θf = θ and θm = 1 − θ, so in this part θ is a
scalar. This also assumes that values of being in a couple, Vtf,ck , Vtm,ck are monotonic
with respect to θ.8
Following Voena (2015), I assume that men always meet women who are two years
younger, and vice versa, which corresponds to the modal age difference in the US. The
rest of the marriage market is as follows.
I assume that productivity of singles of each gender follows some exogenous (nonparametric) distribution over age, Ft (z). Conditional on z, the distribution of log-assets
is assumed to be truncated log-normal, namely, I assume that a latent variable is
log a∗t ∼ N (µat (z), (σta (z))2 ),

(16)

and the realized actual value of assets is a = a∗t · I(a∗t ≥ ā). This defines a distribution of
available singles Ft (z, a).9
8

Numerical solutions may not exactly obey this monotonicity, but the modification of the conditions
is straightforward. One important requirement to such a modification is that if, for example, female
participation constraint binds, female bargaining power cannot decrease.
9
Regardless of characteristics, each individual draws potential partners from this distribution, so the
mating is not assortative exogenously. Endogenously, however, people tend to agree more if the partner
has similar characteristics, so there is endogenously generated assortativeness.
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After meeting a potential partner, the couple draws a realization of their match quality
2
ψ from a distribution N (µψ,0 , σψ,0
). The realization of this match quality is independent
on the qualities of the partner. The match quality together with the potential partner’s
characteristics define distributions ΓM that are used in the definitions of the value function.
For women, for instance, this is the distribution Γft (am , z m , ψ), that implies that, if they
agree to marry, the couple will have a = am + af and ω = (z f , z m , ψ). The agreement decision and the resulting bargaining weights are determined using the symmetric Nash
Bargaining, there are three types of matches: regular match of childless singles without an unplanned pregnancy (np), match with an unplanned pregnancy (p) and males
meeting single mothers (sm).
To lighten the notation, in this section we assume that the potential couple’s characteristics (af , am , z f , z m , ψ) are fixed, and therefore the value functions depend solely on θ. The
correct represetnation of the matching decision for the match type q will be, however,
mqt (af , am , z f , z m , ψ), and I shorten this to just mqt .
Case 1: regular match (np). This is the case when two childless singles meet each other
and no unplanned pregnancy happens. Upon agreement, the partners become a childless couple and receive the values Vtf,c (θ) and Vtm,c (θ). If disagree, they remain singles
and receive Vtf,s , Vtm,s . Therefore the marriage decision is given by
n
o
np
np
f,c
f,s
m,c
m,s
mnp
=
I(Θ
=
6
∅),
where
Θ
=
θ
:
V
(θ)
≥
V
,
V
(θ)
≥
V
,
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
and the initial bargaining weight is defined as
h
i h
i
θtnp = arg max Vtf,c (θ) − Vtf,s × Vtm,c (θ) − Vtm,s .
θ∈Θnp
t

(17)

Case 2: unplanned pregnancy (p). This is the case when two childless singles meet each
other and an unplanned pregnancy happens. There are hree important changes from
the last case. First, both partners suffer social stigma φs , altering their disagreement
options. Second, women has a risk of becoming a single mother, and her expected value
is described by 8. Third, men pay child support and women receive child support, so
men’s value is also altered with Ecsm operator as in 25.10 The marriage decision is hence
10

The timing of this bargaining is a little bit subtle. I assume that the woman cannot commit on whether
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given by
n
o
mpt = I(Θpt 6= ∅), where Θpt = θ : Vtf,ck (θ) ≥ Vtf,sk? − φs , Vtm,ck (θ) ≥ Ecsm Vtm,s − φs ,
and the initial bargaining weight is defined as
h
i h
i
θtp = arg max Vtf,ck (θ) − (Vtf,sk? − φs ) × Vtm,ck (θ) − (Ecsm Vtm,s − φs ) .
θ∈Θpt

(18)

Case 3: single mothers match (sm). This is the case when single male meets a woman
who already has a child from previous relationships. It is somewhat analogous to the
previous case: if the couple agrees to marry, they become couple with a child (kids-first,
for the record). However, a conceptual issue is that people generally do not like having stepchildren, and to compensate for this, I introduce a utility penalty to a potential
husband φr , which is paid as a one-time cost in case the male agrees to enter such a
marriage. Additionally, as no new children are born, there is no child support assigned
in this case. Therefore
n
o
f,ck
f,sk
m,ck
m,s
sm
sm
msm
=
I(Θ
=
6
∅),
where
Θ
=
θ
:
V
(θ)
≥
V
,
V
(θ)
−
φ
≥
V
,
r
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
and
h
i h
i
θtsm = arg max Vtf,ck (θ) − Vtf,sk × (Vtm,ck (θ) − φr ) − Vtm,s .
θ∈Θsm
t

3.7

(19)

Renegotiation and Divorce Decisions

The divorce decision happens before decisions on consumption, savings and labor supply, value of exogenous state ω = (z f , z m , ψ) is realized and couples has savings a from
the previous period. At this moment individuals know their values of staying together
and value of divorce. For couples with children, these are Vtf,ck , Vtm,ck and Vtf,dk and
Vtm,dk respectively.
Given a and ω I define two sets, that represent values of θ that are satisfactory for each
partner:
n
o
Θft (a, ω) = θ̃ : Vtf,ck (a, ω, θ̃) ≥ Vtf,dk (a, ω) ,
n
o
m,ck
m,dk
Θm
(a,
ω)
=
θ̃
:
V
(a,
ω,
θ̃)
≥
V
(a,
ω)
.
t
t
t
to keep the pregnancy in case of the man’s refusal to marry, and has to re-optimize the decision in this
subgame.
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and their union:
Θ(a, ω) = Θft (a, ω) ∩ Θm
t (a, ω).
The divorce therefore is defined:

1, Θ(a, ω) = ∅,
dt (a, ω) =
0, Θ(a, ω) 6= ∅.

(20)

In case of dt = 0, the evolution of θ is defined through this set. Namely, given θ, and the
next period’s set Θt+1 (a0 , ω 0 ), if θ ∈ Θt+1 (a0 , ω 0 ) the θ is kept at the same level, otherwise, it
adjusts according to which participation constraint binds to ensure the lowest deviation.
To be precise, for a non-empty set one can define θtf (a, ω) = inf Θt (a, ω) to be the minimal bargaining power such that both participation constraints are satisfied. This corresponds to a point θ̃ for which female participartion constraint exactly binds Vtf,ck (a, ω, θ̃) =
Vtf,dk (a, ω) and Vtm,ck (a, ω, θ̃) ≥ Vtm,dk (a, ω). In a symmetric manner I define θtm (a, ω) =
sup Θt (a, ω). Then, continuing to assume monotonicity,
θ ∈ Θt ⇔ θtf ≤ θ ≤ θtm ,
and therefore the transitions for θ are defined through these two functions:

θ0 (θ, a0 , ω 0 ) =




θ,




θ f 0 ,

if θf 0 (a0 , ω 0 ) ≤ θ ≤ θm0 (a0 , ω 0 ), Θ0 (a0 , ω 0 ) 6= ∅,
if θ < θf 0 (a0 , ω 0 ), Θ0 (a0 , ω 0 ) 6= ∅,

0


θm0 , if θt > θm (a0 , ω 0 ), Θ0 (a0 , ω 0 ) 6= ∅,




∅,
if Θ0 (a0 , ω 0 ) = ∅.

(21)

This definition ensures the minimal deviation from the full commitment allocation, in
which the bargaining weights are fixed. This maps into the classic limited commitment
framework as in Marcet and Marimon (2019) a Lagrange multiplier on a binding participation constraint corresponds to an increase in θ after rescaling, and the rescaling is possible because the decisions are homogeneous of degree zero in the bargaining weights.
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3.8

Additional Details

Appendix B presents several additional elements of the model. In particular, Section
B.2 shows how to define value functions in divorce Vtf,d and Vtm,d , relating them to the
values of singleness, together with the details on child support modeling. Section B.3
discusses functional forms and intrahousehold allocation of consumption. Section B.4
presents few extra details about retirement and tax schedule.

4

Quantification Approach

The model has a great degree of flexibility, which is achieved by a large number of
parameters. Some of them can be estimated outside the model and fixed externally,
however, there is a number of crucial preference and transition parameters that cannot
be inferred directly as they affect many outcomes simultaneously, for them an estimation
procedure is needed.
Appendix C discusses how I solve the model using backward iteration. Shortly, all
exogenous variables are discretized and represented by Markov processes whenever
possible, and GPUs are used to compute things efficiently.
4.1

Strategy

To provide more focused evidence and also to facilitate understanding the education differences in the shotgun marriage patterns, I perform estimation on two distinct subsamples: college graduates and high school graduates. As Table 3 suggests, the college graduates have substantially larger differences between kids-first and marriage-first couples
in terms of divorce, and this difference is mostly expressed in the lower divorce rates for
the marriage-first group. This makes comparing two separate instances of the estimated
model particularly promising.
This approach is similar to Low et al. (2018), who study welfare utilization and consider
only the lower-education subsample. Similar to them, yet slightly unrealistically I assume that college graduates always marry college graduates and high school graduates
always marry high school graduates.
I mainly use ACS data as my key empirical results are obtained from there, however, for
the purpose of external estimation of things that are not observed in ACS I utilitze SIPP
data. Finally, few estimation targets are taken from literature.
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4.2

Ex-Ante Fixed Parameters

The agents being at age 21 for females (23 for males), retire at 65 (67) with 0.4 of median
income as a pension benefits (on top of their savings) and die deterministically at 75
(77), leaving no bequest.
I take β = 0.96 and R = 1/β which is among the standard choices in the lifecycle literature.
For the labor supply side, the drift δ(l) is set to 0.09 for college graduates and 0.06 for
high school graduates, so woman loses roughly 9% or 6% of her income per 1 year
out of labor force. These numbers replicate structural estimates of Adda, Dustmann,
and Stevens (2017), despite them being on German data. Blasutto (2020) gets similar
numbers through structural estimation of a model similar to this on PSID. Additionally,
those out of labor force are assumed to have l = 0.2 instead of zero, so they still get
one-fifth of their regular income. This assumption is mostly for computational reasons,
but also reflects heterogeneous potential for home production.
For the preference side, I assume intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption
to be a standard number σ = 1.5, and I assume that this elasticity is the same for the
child’s consumption (equation 33), so φ1 = σ = 1.5. For the returns to scale within a
couple I fix ρc = 0.23 following Voena (2015), which indicated mildly increasing returns
to scale. In the child’s quality production function f (x, lf ) the substitutability between
money and time is assumed to be high and is set to be λ = 0.7, as in Sommer (2016).
For the child support enforcement, I assume that the value of the child support assigned
corresponds to 20% of male’s income, that is considered to be an modal value in the US
(see here). For the enforcement strengths, I assume that pa,nm = 0.284 of never married
women and pa,nm = 0.461 of divorced women get child support, these numbers correspond to the statistical share of eligible mothers receiving the child support in 2011
(Grall 2013).
For the success in a child’s conception I use the following success probabilities: 86% at
21–24, 78% at 25–29, 63% at 30–34 and 52% at 35–40 (Rosenthal 2002). These numbers
reflect chances of women to get pregnant within a year if using no birth control. More
modern Kennes and Knowles (2015) use somewhat higher chances, but they model infertility and have taste shocks that may prevernt childbearing, so I pick the lower values
to balance this. I assume that infertility is deterministic at starts at 41.
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At the beginning of the life 2% of college graduate women and 20% of high-school graduate women have kids. I assume that by the age of 21 nobody is married, which is
counterfactual, but does not determine the results. Everyone starts with zero assets,
initial distributions of productivities are based on the data, as described below.
The scale of all income-like numbers is thousands of 2017 USD. I restrict assets choices
such that no one can have more that $1m in savings, this constraint is binding for a small
share of individuals.
4.3

Externally Estimated Parameters

Three crucial objects to estimate from the data are the variance of income shocks, the
distribution of assets and productivities singles and the income trends. The variances
require observing individual over time and the distribution requires the assets data,
none of which is possible using the ACS data. Therefore for them I use SIPP data, 2014
Waves 1–3, that cover three years. To be more in line with the main data, the income
trends are still estimated using the ACS, as SIPP estimates are less smooth, and the
described SIPP technique does not utilize dynamic structure in estimation of the trends.
4.3.1

SIPP: Income Shocks and Distribution of Singles

For SIPP, I impose the following restrictions on the data, replicating the approach that
is done in Section 2 for ACS. I treat as working those who work at least 10 hours per
week. I drop people with hourly income less than one-half of the federal minimum
wage and with hourly income above 95% quantile of the distribution, I also drop those
whose income went up or down more than four times in two consecutive years.
The estimation approach follows Meghir and Pistaferri (2004). Endogenous choice of
female labor supply is an important concern in estimating the individual productivity
shocks, therefore a Heckman correction is used.
At the first stage the labor force participation regression is estimated, using presence
of the mortgage as an excluded instrument (following Blundell, Pistaferri, and SaportaEksten (2016), it is supposed to increase labor force participation regardless of productivity). At the second stage, the log wage is regressed to this Heckman correction, together
with a set of dummy variables for age, state and year, and the residuals (corrected) are
used to obtain the values of productivity z for those in labor force. At the third stage,
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based on these residuals a simple GMM time-series procedure is used to split the variation in these residuals onto the permanent income components and measurement error.
The details of the estimation are given in Appendix ....
Then, I use the same residuals to estimate distribution of singles. It is done in two steps.
First, I estimate the distribution of z non-parametrically: given the grid values at each
age and z that are observed in the data I can assign weights according to proportion of
singles with z that are closest to a certain grid point. This gives me probabilities of each
productivity grid point at each age.
Then, I estimate a heteroskedastic Tobit regression of log-assets conditional on z, treated
people with assets less than ā, that includes zero, as censored observations. I prefer
parametric approach as assets data are noisy, and treating them non-parametrically produces undesirable patterns. The regression specification is
log a∗t = α0 + α1 · t + α2 · z + α3 · z · t + σt · εt , σt = eβ0 +β1 ·t , at = a∗t · I(log a∗t ≥ ā), (22)
and I take ā = 0 in the estimation.11 The model is estimated via standard MLE.
For males, the standard errors of productivity shocks and the distribution of singles are
estimated similarly, but without the Heckman correction. For the distribution of singles,
women with and without kids were split, and the share of single mothers was estimated
non-parametrically (as just percentages in the data).
As SIPP data are monthly, yearly per-hour earnings were assembled out of monthly
earnings and hours, and average net worth during a year was used for assets.
4.3.2

ACS: Income Trends

The income trends are estimated on ACS separately, where the data is treated in the
same way as in Section 2. To get rid of the intensive margin of labor supply, the perhour earnings are converted to yearly assuming that everyone works 2080 hours per
year.
The trend is assumed to be non-parametric. The earnings are regressed on a set of
dummy variables for each age, 21–50 for females and 23–50 for males, past this point
it is assumed to be flat. The regression additionally controls for race, state, survey year
11

Income and assets are measured in thousands of dollars, so this treats all people with net worth below
$1000 as having zero assets.
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and metropolitan area status. I ignore the female labor force participation margin. Theoretically, ignoring this selection causes my estimated to overestimate the real trend, on
the other hand, as there is skills depreciation from being out of labor force, the agents
in simulated model will be on average below the trend, and I view these two factors as
compensating each other. Appendix ... provides the regression specification.
4.4

Internally Estimated Parameters

Things to be estimated in the model are:
1. Preference parameters: additive utility from having a child φ0 , weight of child’s
consumption in utility α, productivity of female labor at home κ, subsistence constraint for the child’s consumption q̄
2. Characteristics of unobserved match quality ψ: initial distribution parameters µψ,0
and σψ,0 , the variance of match quality shocks σψ .
3. Reduced-form preference shifters: disutility of divorce φd , disutility of marrying
a single mother for male φr , disutility of not entering a shotgun marriage (social
stigma) φs .
4. Abortion access and costs: probability to get abortion access pa and utility costs of
abortion φa .
preg

5. Probabilities to meet a partner pmeet
and to have an unplanned pregnancy pt . I
t
preg preg preg
meet meet
parametrize them with values at three age points: (pmeet
21 , p30 , p40 ) and (p21 , p28 , p35 )
and interpolate with quadratic function in between these points.
In total this gives 12 choice parameters and 6 transition probabilities. I define the resulting parameter vector to be


meet meet preg preg preg
,
Θ = φ0 , α, κ, q̄, µψ,0 , σψ,0 , φd , φr , φs , pa , φa , pmeet
21 , p30 , p40 , p21 , p28 , p35

(23)

which is 18-dimensional.
To discipline these parameters, I use overidentifying set of moment restrictions derived
from the ACS. They include timings of divorce and fertility over duration of marriage,
and percentage married, divorced and single with and without kids by age, with few
other auxiliary things for pinning down preferences.
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I use three external targets that are not available in ACS: share of child-related expenditures in labor earnings from Lino (2001), percentage of unplanned pregnancies aborted
to match Finer and Zolna (2016) and ratio of number of abortions at 30s over number of
abortions at 20s from Jerman, Jones, and Onda (2016).
The total number of targets used is 95. Table 6 describes the targets and rough identification directions, and following section describes identification in more details.
Table 6: Estimation targets and parameters related to them.
Target

Informative about

% divorced x years after marriage if kids-first,
% divorced x years after marriage if marriagefirst, x ∈ {1, ..., 10}

Match quality shocks σψ , divorce costs
φd , social stigma φs

% of kids-first and % of marriage-first in female
population at age a; % of kids-first in population of married once & with kids at age a;
a ∈ {23, ..., 35}

Unplanned pregnancy probabilities
preg
pt , meeting probabilities pmeet
, fert
tility parameters (α, φ0 , q̄)

% never married without kids at age a, a ∈
{23, ..., 35}

Meeting probabilities pmeet
, match
t
quality initial distribution (µψ,0 , σψ,0 )

% never married with kids at age a, % divorced
with kids at age a, % divorced without kids at
age a, a ∈ {28, ..., 35}

Meeting probabilities, step children
penalty φr

% of women with more than one marriage at 40

Meeting probabilities pmeet
t

% of couples with kids x years after marriage,
x ∈ {4, ..., 8} (if still married)

Fertility parameters (α, φ0 , q̄)

% in labor force if with kids and married at 30

Labor productivity at home κ

% of child expenditures in total earnings∗

Fertility parameters (α, q)

% unplanned pregnancies aborted∗ , ratio of
abortions at 30s to abortions at 20s∗

Abortion access and costs (pa , φa )

Notes: ∗ denotes external targets, the sources are described in text. All other targets are
computed on ACS following the methodology of Section 2.

4.5

Identification

Each parameter affects multiple targets simultaneously, and this is the reason a proper
estimation procedure as opposed to simple calibration is used. Nevertheless, for each
parameter there is an idea about what set of targets is the most informative about it.
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Meeting probabilities pmeet are disciplined by share of never-married people over age
and the share of kids-first and marriage-first couples. Unplanned pregnancy probabilpreg
ities pt are pinned down with share of kids-first couples, especially relative, share of
never married women with kids and, less importantly, by percentage of abortions.
The size of match quality shock σψ is identified by steepness of divorce profile by marriage duration, looking especially at the marriage first group as the least vulnerable to
divorce. The overall size of the divorce rates is informative about divorce cots φd , and
the difference between kids-first and marriage-first is easily affected by the size of social
stigma φs , among other factors that I discuss later.
The initial distribution of match quality is determined by percentage of never married
people over age with and without kids. The latter group is particularly important as
single in the model they certainly met at least one partner. Together with the share of
women with more than one marriage at 40 these numbers are also informative about the
meeting probabilities.
Steepness of age profile of fertility, represented by share of the marriage-first people in
general population, is informative about the role of child’s consumption in utility, α. It
is also affected by the expenditure share of couples, but the latter is determined more
directly with the subsistence constraint parameter q̄, although the separate identification
of two parameters is a little subtle. The constraint q̄ is also affected by the share of kidsfirst couples, as it is the most direct factor making raising children alone undesirable.
Overall level of fertility from the share of marriage-first couples and percentage of couples with kids by years after marriage are informative about overall benefits from having kids φ0 . Additionally, the size of φ0 versus the scale of love shock is identified by
comparing the share of divorced people with and without kids.
Productivity of female labor at home κ is almost solely determined by the level of female
labor supply. Similarly, the share of unplanned pregnancies aborted determines abortion access pa , and the age profile of abortions is informative about their utility costs
φa .
Utility loss for having stepchildren φr is determined by percentage of divorced and
never married women with kids, especially relative to those without kids, as the dynamics of their relative proportion is informative about changes in the remarriage chances.
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4.6

Simulated Method of Moments

For every combination of parameters Θ, I solve the model, obtain decision rules, simulate a sample of agents and track their decisions. Based on these decisions, I get simulated data, from which I compute the targets, replicating the way they computed in
the data as close as possible. Based on the targets in the data and in the model, I compute the weighted GMM-style distance, and this number represents the overall fit of
the model. I use optimization routine to select parameters Θ maximizing the overall fit
of the model, i.e. minimizing this distance. Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault (1993)
provides a canonical discussion of this approach.
Formally, let the vector of the data targets be t and the simulated values of the stargets
from the model be m(Θ). The simulated method of moments distance function is a scalar
d(Θ) = [m(Θ) − t]0 · W · [m(Θ) − t] .

The weighting matrix corresponds to standard errors of the targets in the data, inverse
and squared. In a canonical GMM framework the correlation of the targets should also
be computed, however, following Altonji and Segal (1996), I ignore the covariances and
assume the matrix is diagonal, prioritizing finite sample properties of the estimates over
theoretical statistical efficiency.
I use standard errors obtained from ACS, except for external moments (marked with
stars in Table 6). For the external moments I arbitrarily set standard error of 0.001, which
corresponds to standard error of the ACS numbers of similar magnitude. Finally, as this
is central in my model, I artificially multiply the standard errors of shares of people divorced by the years after marriage in KF and MF groups by 1/4 to prioritize fitting these
targets. As in classic GMM, slightly arbitrary weighting does not change the consistency
of the estimates and can potentially improve their finite-sample performance, (Shephard
2019) uses similar techniques when bringing together ACS and PSID moments.
The model simulates lifecycle of 15,000 women. I did not find random sampling important for the targets I use as most of them are conditional on age or particular marriage
duration, so for the sake of faster computations I treat women in each period as separate
independent observations. To mitigate the concerns, I compute the moments three times
with different sequences of the random draws and average among them.
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For the optimization procedure I follow Arnoud, Guvenen, and Kleineberg (2019). There
are many discrete decisions and there is noise coming from simulations, that makes
the distance function d(Θ) non-smooth, although most of the approximated underlying
decisions are expected to respond smoothly on changes in parameters.
Therefore a two-step optimization procedure TikTak is used: it first performs global
search and then runs many local optimizers. First, I take 20,000 candidate values for Θ
from quasi-random Sobol sequence for potential parameters values (rescaled to fit some
reasonably wide bounds). Among them, I pick 250 points with the lowest value of the
distance to a sequence {Θ1i }250
i=1 .
Then I run sequence of local optimization procedures. At the first stage I take the best
of these 250 points as a starting point. At the stage i = {2, ..., 250}, the starting point is a
weighted average of the best point found at stage i − 1 and the Θ1i , where the weight of
the best point is growing with i.12
For the local optimizers, I use non-gradient regression-based nonlinear least squares
algorithm DFO-LS, that is developed in Cartis et al. (2019). Other potential choice is
Nelder–Mead, the gradient-based methods are found to be extremly inefficient because
of the stochastic noise in the function.
This algorithm is easily parallelizable, if in the weighted average instead of picking the
point from stage i − 1 the optimizer just uses the best point found so far. As the time it
takes to evaluate the function at one point on GPU is approximately 1 minute, running
running 15–20 concurrent optimization routines simultaneously (with each evaluating
function 120–180 times) delivers reasonably stable and replicable results within less than
24 hours.

5

Estimates and Fit

In this section I present the estimates in the model on two subsamples: high school
graduates and college graduates.
Table 8 presents parameter estimates for low and high-education samples. Table 7
presents the model fit and references the fit graphs representing the model fit. Additionally, Table 10 presents external parameter estimates for income process and distribution
of singles.
12

I use wb = max{0.1, min{(i/250)0.5 }, 0.995} following the original paper.
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The fit for both groups is exceptionally good, especially given the large number of targets. For the college graduate, the only important issue is fertility timing: due to the
absence of taste shocks, many couples are close to indifference between when to have
children, and in particular, a number of couples, especially elder ones close to the fertility limits, try to conceive quickly after they are married. This is an artifact of the model
rather than desirable property. Uncertain conception probability mitigates this slightly,
but the most obvious solution is just to remove the first three years after marriage from
the targets, which I did.
Another important discrepancy is the share of kids-first and marriage-first couples for
the high school graduates, although the overall pattern is matched well. This happens
because a significant share of singles marry and have children earlier in life, and in the
model the earliest moment married couple can have children is 22. The estimator solves
this by inflating the meeting probabilities in early life, but this creates an undesirable
pattern (u-shaped parabola) for the rest of the life.
Table 7: Model Fit

% divorced 1–10 years after marriage if KF and MF
% KF and MF at 23–35, in population and relative
% with kids 4–8 years after marriage
% divorced with and without kids at 28–35
% never married with kids at 28–35
% never married without kids at 23–35
% with more than one marriage at 40
% in labor force at 30 if married and kids
mean % of child expenditures in total earnings
% unplanned pregnancies aborted
abortions in 30s as % of abortions in 20s

College
High School
Model Data Model Data
Figure 3
Figure 5
Figure 3
Figure 5
Figure 3
Figure 5
Figure 4
Figure 6
Figure 4
Figure 6
Figure 4
Figure 6
6.9 11.9
11.2 17.1
72.8 74.0
59.7 54.7
40.8 40.0
40.1 40.0
39.9 40.0
38.2 40.0
42.2 38.5
38.7 38.5

Notes: KF refers to the kids-first women, MF refers to the marriage-first women. 23–35
refers to all ages from 23 to 35 and so on.
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Table 8: Estimated parameters.
Parameters

Description

College

High School

(φ0 , α, κ)
q
σψ
(µψ,0 , σψ,0 )
meet meet
(pmeet
21 , p30 , p40 )
preg meet meet
(p21 , p28 , p35 )
(pa , φa )
φd
φs
φr

Fertility preferences
Required childcare costs
Match quality shock size
Match quality initial distribution
Meeting probabilities (quadratic)
Unplanned preg. probabilities
Abortion access and costs
Utility costs of divorce
Shotgun marriage stigma
Utility loss from stepchildren

(0.36, 0.70, 8.13)
12.75
0.103
(−0.33, 0.28)
(0.27, 1.05, 1.03)
(0.029, 0.024, 0.022)
(0.89, 3.4)
2.43
0.85
10.13

(0.39, 0.55, 7.88)
2.17
0.187
(−0.51, 0.41)
(0.64, 0.34, 1.11)
(0.09, 0.12, 0.09)
(0.94, 1.75)
2.25
1.16
9.11

Notes: The quadratic polynomials for the meeting probabilities are clipped to fit [0, 1] interval.

6

Why Marriages Differ?

What in the model leads the kids-first couples divorce more often? There are several
answers that I explore throughout this section, but the first and the most direct force is
the pregnancy shocks. When an unplanned baby appears, the value of disagreement for
the woman drops because of multiple factors in the model. The main factors determining responses to the shock are the social stigma and the risk to become a single mother,
associated with increased expenditures and worsened marital perspectives. This alters
the bargaining of the new couple, shifting the people’s options towards agreement. As
a result, some people marry precisely because they had a child, these people can be
referred to as compliers.
6.1

Agreement Thresholds

From the prospective of the distribution of couples, the unplanned pregnancy lowers
the agreement threshold: minimal level of match quality required to agree to enter the
relationship. In this section I discuss the dynamics of this threshold starting from its
definition.
The right metrics to think about bargaining problems like 17 is the egalitarian bargaining
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surplus, defined as
M = max min{V f,c (θ) − V f,s , V m,c (θ) − V m,s }.
θ

(24)

The expression under the maximum operator represents the gain of the party who is
less willing to agree. Unlike the Nash bargaining surplus, this object is well-defined and
smooth even in the event of disagreement. The θ maximizing this surplus is different
from the Nash bargaining solution, but is close to it when M is around zero. The couple
agrees to marry if M ≥ 0 and disagrees if M < 0. A very analogous representation
applies to the divorce case.
Considering couples with different initial draw of ψ I define M (ψ). The point ψm such
that M (ψm ) = 0 represents the marriage threshold: the minimal level of relationship
quality such that the couple agrees to marry.13 For established couples and their bargaining problem, a similar point ψd such that M (ψd ) = 0 represents the divorce threshold.
The interaction of two thresholds, ψm and ψd , is informative about marriage creation
and dissolution. The lifecycle of marriage can be imagined this way: the married couple
gets an initial value of ψ > ψm . After that, the value of ψ changes over time, and the
couple divorces if it ever happens that ψ < ψd . ψd itself moves with couple’s shocks and
optimal responses to them.
The effect of the marriage threshold is direct: fall in it generates more couples with low
ψ, indicating the risky marriages, other things equal. The fact that shotgun marriage
couples have lower ψ is not enough for them to divorce more: this reasoning assumes
they have the same divorce threshold than the regular couples. If we ignore the assets
and productivity heterogeneity, this is true: after having kids, the couples in the model
are identical. However, as couples who have kids in marriage choose this based on
their characteristics, the “average” divorce threshold for them can be different from the
shotgun marriage couples for which the childbearing is more random. [In simulated
model, however, this difference in divorce thresholds was not systematic. TBA]
The left panel of Figure 7 plots the agreement thresholds ψm for college females 25 years
old with no assets by their productivity z f , meeting male with median income and zero
assets. The bottom line represents the marriage threshold ψm for the case of unplanned
13

The simulated model is solved on discrete grid, therefore the exact value can be obtained by simulations.
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pregnancy, and the top shows the threshold for the regular case. The line in the middle
shows the same agreement threshold for a hypothetical unplanned pregnancy match
not affected by social stigma φs (considering bargaining problem 18 and setting φs = 0,
while keeping the value functions intact).
The right of Figure 7 panel serves for additional illustration. It shows literal value functions corresponding to each of the scenarios on the lest. It illustrates that social stigma is
a major symmetric factor that affects disagreement values of males and females. Net of
the social stigma, disagreement value of female still falls quite a lot, and disagreement
value of male falls a little, which is mostly due to exposure to the child support. Unplanned pregnancy also changes the values of agreement: females are strictly worse of
in the case of pregnancy, and males prefer having child immediately in marriage if their
bargaining weight is sufficiently high.
Figure 8 presents the same graph for the high school calibration. The qualitative conclusions are very similar, although the magnitudes are slightly different: the proportion
of social stigma looks relatively higher. However, the interpretation of this utility difference is not obvious, as the preference parameters for the two groups are different. I
explore it more in the next section.
The graphs reveal several things. First, indeed, in the estimated model people who had
an unplanned pregnancy agree to marry for the lower values of ψ. Second, social stigma
explains significant, but not all of the drop in the agreement threshold. Third, there is
mild upward trend in productivity: more productive women are more picky towards
their partners, though the magnitude of this seems small relative to the effects of the
pregnancy. Fourth, unplanned pregnancy is generally a negative event for females and
have uncertain value for males.
6.2

Distinguishing Mechanisms

For the further understanding and quantification of the results I consider several counterfactual scenarios, where I solve and simulate the model with parameter changes. I
summarize the changes in the following experiments:
• Baseline (BL). Estimated model, for comparison.
• No stigma (NS). Setting φs = 0 to remove the pressure to enter shotgun marriage.
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• Fertility control (FC). Removing abortion costs φa and granting full abortion access pa = 1, so females can perfectly choose whether to be a single mother.
• No remarriage penalty (NR). Setting φr = 0 so women with children have ex-ante
the same marital prospectives as without children.
• Free divorce (FD). No divorce costs.
• No divorce (ND). Infinite divorce costs.
These scenarios are purely counterfactual, and are aimed to asses various potential determinants of differences between kids-first and marriage-first couples. Through the
experiments, I look at the following metrics:
• Share of divorced women 10 years after marriage is kids first and marriage first.
• Share of kids-first women at 30 (among those married once and having kids)
• Percentage of unplanned pregnancies aborted.
• Percentage of single mothers among all mothers at 35.
The top of Table 9 shows the reaction of the model to the countefactual experiments in
both calibrations. Focusing on the differences between the divorce share, there are two
most important contributors: social stigma against not marrying in case of pregnancy
and fertility control — the ability to terminate the pregnancy in case it happens (or to
prevent it from happening). Social stigma alone explains around one-third of the difference for the both groups, and the fertility control explains around two-thirds of the differences for college graduates and a bit less than one-half for the high school graduates.
Remarriage penalty is also an important contributor, though it goes in a tricky direction:
together with decreasing divorces for kids-first it increases them for marriage-first couples, and this allows the groups to become more similar. This suggests that remarriage
prospectives are also an important determinant of the differences in divorce.
To summarize, social stigma and limited costly abortions make kids-first marriages perform worse, and remarriage penalty makes both kinds of childbearing marriages more
stable. Interaction of this factors causes the differences in both education groups.
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Table 9: Counterfactual experiments: understanding the sources of the differences

College graduates
Experiment
BL NS FC
divorced in 10 years, kids-first
19.4 14.3 10.0
divorced in 10 years, marriage-first 5.4 5.4 5.3
kids-first at 30
11.4 9.1 5.6
unplanned pregnancies aborted
39.9 44.1 83.6
single mothers at 35
12.4 13.0 6.7
High school graduates
divorced in 10 years, kids-first
22.3 20.0 18.6
divorced in 10 years, marriage-first 15.7 15.4 14.8
kids-first at 30
36.7 35.3 32.3
unplanned pregnancies aborted
38.8 42.1 75.3
single mothers at 35
40.9 41.7 36.3

NR
14.4
11.2
13.2
0.0
14.4

FD
58.7
8.5
21.1
35.8
17.2

ND
0.0
0.0
8.5
40.3
9.2

24.0
19.8
47.9
0.0
31.6

33.5
15.9
38.8
41.8
42.5

0.0
0.0
32.4
25.0
43.5

Notes: all numbers are percentages.
Names: BL – baseline, NS – no social stigma, FC – perfect fertility control, NR – no
remarriage penalty for single mothers, FD – costless divorce, ND – no divorce at all

6.3

Removing Composition Effects

In this section I analyze the response of the whole estimated population to an unplanned
pregnancy shock, which can be interpreted as a causal effect, although the definition of
causality in family economics is ambiguous (Lundberg, Pollak, and Stearns 2016). Indeed, unlike in classic randomized experiments, “causal effect of marriage” does not
immediately correspond to a well-defined counterfactual: one can compare people marrying right now to postponing marriage, or to marrying a different partner, or to never
marrying at all. A good thing about the estimated model is that it allows to do most of
these comparisons, once we define which one is to look at.
One obvious angle in a context of the model is to consider a causal effect of receiving
an unplanned pregnancy shock, i.e. meeting a partner and getting pregnant at a certain
moment of time as opposed not not getting a shock at this particular moment and facing
all the regular uncertainties later. To do this, I consider the following experiment. I
generate a population of single women from the exact distribution used in the model
simulation. Then, I alter their sequence of shocks such that all this population meets the
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first partner at the age of 25 and either gets pregnant or does not get pregnant.
There are multiple ways to compare the two scenarios of getting and not getting pregnant. I pick two of them that I find reasonable. First, a direct way is to consider the
outcomes for the population as a whole, keeping in mind that getting a partner draw
does not always convert to marriage, and getting pregnant does not always imply childbearing. This gives an idea of a causal effect of an unplanned pregnancy.
A more focused approach is to compare people who agreed to enter the kids-first marriage to their alternative selves — people with the same sequences of random shocks in
the scenario where no pregnancy happened. This can be viewed as a causal effect of a
kids-first marriage.
Table 11 shows the outcomes of unplanned pregnancy in terms of divorce, both unconditional (column Offered) and conditional (column All KF) on entering a kids-first marriage. Further, it provides the decomposition, separating those who married because
they had kids, would have married anyway and would have never married each other.
The table gives an idea of the causal content of the observations in the empirical part
of the paper. Entering a kids-first marriage increases chance of having a divorce in the
future about 1.5 times. This, however, is mostly driven by the compliers: those who got
pregnant but refused to marry are less likely to be divorced in the future, and those who
would have married anyway face little impact of the pregnancy.
The share of compliers in all kids-first exceeds a half for college graduates and is around
forty percent for high school graduates. This suggests that very large share of kidsfirst people marry because they had a child, which is confirmed by the large shift in
agreement thresholds in the previous parts.
The overall impact of unplanned pregnancy in terms of divorce is more subtle: statistically, for college graduates, less people who have unplanned pregnancy get a divorce,
but this happens precisely because many of them never get married, as indicated by the
percentage of married.14 For high school graduates this effect of non-marriage is weaker,
and therefore unplanned pregnancy itself increases the chances of divorce.
Overall, entering a marriage following an unplanned pregnancy increases divorce chances
substantially. Receiving unplanned pregnancy unconditional on its outcome decreases
14

One possible alternative comparison is comparing the rates of ever divorced if ever married, but this
makes this groups to similar to the KF.
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chances of being married in the future and greatly increases chances to be a single
mother. Causal effects of shotgun marriage on divorce is of 14 percentage points out
of the base of 32% for college graduates and 13 percentage points out of the base of 41%
for high school graduates.
6.4

Aggregate Effects

The model allows to quantify the aggregate effects of unplanned pregnancies on the
behavior and outcomes. The counterfactuals above talk about what happens if people
receive the shock, which is a small share of those who receives marital offers. Less then
half of these people actually enter the kids-first marriages.
However, the risks of unplanned pregnancies affect everyone, and not only those who
actually enters the kids-first marriages. People change their behavior in response to the
chance of pregnancy. In particular, we may expect that if some matches are risky, people
will be less picky in general: skipping a potential partner means more exposure to the
risk. Figure 9 provides the evidence of this: if people anticipate an unplanned pregnancy
(even if it does not come), they got married earlier and have their children faster. This is
especially true for high school graduates.
As general population is larger than just the kids-first couples, the anticipation effects
are expected to be more relevant for general population than just the effects of kidsfirst marriages. Table 12 confirms this. Column “NE” (never experienced) refers to the
baseline model where in simulations no unplanned pregnancies happen, but in the optimal decisions people still anticipate them. Roughly this also corresponds to simulation
results of those who never had an unplanned pregnancy. Column “NA” (never anticipated) refers to the model where probability of unplanned pregnancy is zero and all
agents know this.
The table shows that elimination of unplanned pregnancies creates some delay in marriage and prevents some of earlier divorces, though the overall effect of them on divorce
is around one percentage point for college and around for percentage points for high
school agents. It also gives an idea about how pregnancies affect percentage of single
mothers: eliminating them drops this number by around one-third for high school and
more than half for college. To some extent it is predictable, on the other hand, it gives
an idea is large share of single mothers is still generated by divorce of existing couples.
The table reports the count of single mothers in total population, the effect of count of
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them among mothers is somewhat offset by the decline in fertility as seen on the graphs.
Note that the model is simulated such that there is some initial count of single mothers
in the start of the lifecycle, without it the effects are more drastic.
6.5

Childbearing and Divorce Chances

How does divorce risk affect childbearing, and how does childbearing affects divorce
risks? Statistically, marriage-first women have lower divorce rate than general population of “not-kids-first” (i.e. marriage-first or childless). Can the model deliver any causal
predictions here? Yes, in both ways.

Kids ⇒ less divorce. First, other things equal, childbearing decrease divorce chances,
at least for those who tried to conceive the child. As the conception is random in the
model, it provides a natural comparison: we can take the agents who conceived the
child with their counterfactual selves in the case they never had a successful conception.
The experiment is analogous to the one in Section 6.3, but without unplanned pregnancies. I take two identical populations in which everyone meets their partner at 25, then in
one population the conception probabilities are (unexpectedly) altered to be zero (never
conceive) and in another one they are set to one (always conceive if they want to).
Figure 10 shows the percentage of divorced at 40 among those who agreed to marry at
25. On horizontal access I plot the year the first conception decision is made. Solid line
represents the percentage of ever divorced if the conception is successful, the dashed
line shows this percentage if the conception (and all subsequent ones) fail. On average, successful conception decreases chances of divorce by around one-third for college
graduates and by around one-tenth for high school graduates.

More risks of divorce ⇒ fewer kids. Among couples, those who have kids together
have on average higher relationship quality. Figure 11 shows the average match quality
by the fertility status and age. This suggests that couples facing more risks of divorce
would prefer delaying their fertility. This is consistent with Alesina, Giuliano, 2005
finding about the fertility decline with introduction of unilateral divorce.
In the context of kids-first and marriage-first division, the marriage-first couples who
already had their children have on average larger marriage quality than the childless.
This additionally contributes to the differences.
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7

Can Policies Promote Marriage?

Through the lens of the model, marriage quality is a single most important determinant
of marriage decisions. Any policy that aims to affect people marriage decision has the
most immediate effect of changing marital decisions for some people who are on the
margin of whether to marry each other.
The model allows to infer how large is the share of the marginal marriages. Some people
marry because they had an unplanned pregnancy, and this essentially means that they
are below the threshold for a regular marriage. The data does not allow to identify how
many people are this: at best we can see how many of the kids-first couples divorce. The
structural model, essentially, allows to convert the “excess” divorce rate to the share of
people who are on the margin.
In principle, the distribution of the shock and hence the agreement thresholds can be
inferred from just aggregate divorce and marriage rates, as in Low et al. (2018). This
paper, in some sense, gives additional “overidentifying” restrictions to this inference:
the distribution should be such that the share of “compliers” is consistent with the differences in divorce rates. On the one hand, this provides additional validation to the
previous results, on the other, it endoegenizes more things so it facilitates understanding of additional facts about how fertility affects the decisions.
The first experiment is directly pushing people who had an unplanned pregnancy into
marriage. The model provides social stigma parameter as a metaphor for this. I show
that pushing people into marriage creates some temporary effects — people who are
pushed may not divorce immediately and stay together for some time. However, these
effects are really temporary — it pushes some young people to short marriages, but they
break up by adult ages.
Then, I consider strengthening the child support as popular and more realistic way to
treat people who have kids and are on the margin of breaking up. Theoretically, more
responsibility of fathers can make people marry more, as walking away is more costly.
However, in practice this effect is negligible from aggregate prospective. What is nonnegligible is effect on two margins: women do less abortions if they decide not to marry
the potential partner, and more couple with kids break up as post-marriage prospectives
are now better for women. This all pushes the count of single mothers, both general and
among mothers, up.
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Finally, I consider more ways of promoting marriage. Direct monetary incentives, like
tax brackets for married couples, have pretty small effect on aggregate even if the benefits are large. This suggests that relative importance of relationship quality — love —
is substantially higher than of money. A non-obvious but guaranteed way of promoting
marriages in the model is making divorces easier. Indeed, it makes many people on the
margin wanting to “try” marriage, and especially those who already have pressure of
unplanned pregnancy, as argued by Alessina, Giuliano, 2005. However, on the aggregate level many implications of it are far from desirable: it implies large drop in fertility,
which even offsets additional marriage creation.
7.1

More Pushing Creates Temporary Marriages

Is it good for the society to push people who had kids to marry? Blind statistical view
suggests that having two-parent family benefits at least the child, although more economic prospective suggests that this is not sustainable regulation. Believing in a simple
collective environment, if parents caring about the child choose to be apart, they would
be worse off staying together. However, the limited commitment setting and search frictions do not guarantee the first-best allocation, and the fact that the child’s utility is not
modeled properly makes the answers uncertain in the model.
The model includes φs utility parameter, that in some sense precisely does this. Is social
stigma that forces people to marry in case of unplanned pregnancy a negative thing? As
seen in Table 11, large share of the compliers divorce. On the other hand, another large
share of compliers stays together in couples. Relative to the situation with no pressure
to marry, a large share of these couples would never be formed. So the direction is a
priori uncertain.
More practically, what direction is the relation between social stigma and share of single
mothers? On the one hand, more stigma decreases the number of people who does
not marry following pregnancy, hence it should decrease the number of never married
single mothers. On the other hand, more stigma causes creation of more risky marriages,
therefore it should increase the number of divorced single mothers. In the world without
abortions the second effect is smaller than the first if at least some women stay in their
shotgun marriages. In presence of abortions this can go either way and the model is
capable of making an assessment.
To get the answers, I change the size of social stigma parameter. See Table 13 for the
main set of results. I compare the models where social stigma is one-half of estimated
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value, double estimated value and infinity, where the last option means that all couples
who face an unplanned pregnancy have to marry each other. The welfare changes in the
table reflect that more people actually anticipate to experience the new stigma. I also
provide another welfare comparison, where the change in stigma is not anticipated in
the utility.15
The table provides several dimensions of results. Among the obvious results, pushing
more people into marriage in case of pregnancy sindeed makes more people married,
though this effect is modest due to the limited scope of the pregnancies. Additionally, as
already discussed, this lowers already compromised marriage performance of existing
shotgun marriages, increasing the divorce rate for kids-first couples. Then, as more people are pushed towards marriage, less women abort unplanned pregnancies. Finally, the
welfare consequences of social stigma are negative even if we do not count the anticipation effects, although to some very small extent the additional pushing benefits women.
Small benefits are concentrated among less productive women are are negligible relative
to the losses of the men.
There are less obvious results generated by interaction of the channels. First, pushing
more people into marriage increases count of single mothers, especially for the less educated population. Second, additional pressure to enter shotgun marriages hurt men
relatively much more. Third, and perhaps the most important result, is about the child’s
well-being. One may think that if parents stay together at least temporary the overall
well-being of the child is improved. The experiment reveals that it is false: temporary
marriages do lead to more long-term singleness. If women can avoid dealing with inefficient matches and start searching for a satisfactory partner quickly it brings both them
and children large long-term return.
7.2

Child Support Has Many Side Effects

The model provides natural ground to study child support. To recall, in the baseline
calibration the child support is assigned with probability panm = 0.284 in case of a couple
with an unplanned pregnancy who disagrees to marry and keeps the child and padiv =
0.461 in case of a married couple with a child divorcing, and the child support itself is
15

This is an additional exercise, where change in social stigma is totally unanticipated and does not
affect agents value functions. Namely, I change φs to new value φ̃s in the bargaining equation 18 and
in people marriage decision, but people continue to assume that they experience φs when evaluate their
value functions. Because of lack of anticipation, all other outcomes are slightly different in this exercise,
but the differences are not important quantitatively, so I do not report them.
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set to be 20% of male’s labor earnings, see 4.2. Child support is modeled as a shift in
permanent productivity z, see B.2.
The two experiments are eliminating the child support system at all (setting pa = 0,
experiment “No CS”) and making the enforcement perfect (setting pa = 1, “Full CS”).
Table 15 presents the comparison.
There are several crucial conclusions from the table. First, the child support has relatively modest effect on creation and dissolution of the kids-first marriages, and, if
anything, incentivizes people to divorce. Second, the largest margin the child support
changes is fertility: more married couples have kids and more women choose to not to
abort their unplanned pregnancies. These factors together facilitate induce the economy
to have more single mothers when child support gets stronger.
On the welfare side, more child support is generally welfare improving for parents:
men lose less than woman gain. What is more surprising, is that the child support in
the model makes children worse off. This happens almost precisely because the longrun count of single mothers is larger, and the effects of more resources is offset by effect
of more singleness. Of course, this measure is crude as in the model the child’s wellbeing is not fully internalized by both parents, nevertheless, the general dominance of
non-monetary factors in marriage/divorce decisions produces this result.16
7.3

Reducing The Pressure Promotes Efficient Marriages

Two previous results are, to a large extent, negative. This section exploits two things
that deliver positive results in more details: removing the social stigma and removing
the costs of abortions. Table 16 presents the results.
Both factors move the economy in desirable direction, unambiguously increasing utilities of both parents and children. Their relative importance vary: for the college graduates, fixing imperfections of fertility control provides relatively larger improvement, for
high school graduates, fertility control impact is pretty small and social stigma plays the
largest role. Additionally, it fixes the excess divorce rates of kids-first marriages, making
two groups more similar (especially for the college graduates).
The main implication of these differences is that the most sensitive margin among the
college graduates are women entering the risky marriages because of undesirable con16

Similar welfare implications were discussed in Brown, Flinn, 2012 and Forester, 2020, but their channels are somewhat different.
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sequences of single motherhood, on the other hand. The social stigma pressure is more
substantial for the high school graduates, as being single mothers is generally more favorable for them. The idea of single motherhood as a rational choice is similar to Neal,
2004, Chiappori, Oreffice, 2008 and many others.
Note that, on the other hand, option with full fertility control and no social stigma does
not make two groups of kids-first and marriage-first couples completely equal: mistimed fertility is still a factor. The results described above suggest that couples with more
risky marriages have larger probability to become childless, therefore the marriage-first
group — those chosen to have kids together — are by construction more risky that the
group of people with generally good marriages who received the fertility shock randomly. The selectivity effect implied by the model is pretty large.
7.4

Monetary Incentives Have Little Impact

Both marriage and fertility decisions are rather inelastic with respect to monetary incentives. Here I consider how the outcomes of marriage, fertility and single motherhood
are affected by simple lump-sum subsidies. Similar in nature, but more detailed exercise
was performed by Low et al. (2018). They focus on changes in TANF-AFDC program
for the high school graduates, but they abstract from endogenous fertility. Their general conclusion is similar: policies do not change marriage rates substantially, although
endogenous marriage does change the policy responses. My results deliver additional
evidence, even though this exercise is considerably more stylized.
I consider three ways of subsidizing couples: in exercise (AC) I provide a lump-sum
subsidy to all couples regardless of whether they have a child, in (CK) I subsidize only
couples with kids and in (AK) I subsidize both couples with kids and single mothers.
Three outcomes I consider are percentage of women married at 30, percentage of women
having kids at 30 and percentage of women who are single mothers at 30.
To deliver the uniform measure, I consider the change in outcome per 1% increase in
the median resources (labor income and savings) of couple with kids at 30 achieved by
the transfer. The actual transfer is a lump-sum equivalent of $500 USD a month, and is
given to females in ages 21–40.
Table 14 presents the results. The most obvious way of promoting marriage — giving
people more resources if they marry — is generally very inefficient. To get 1% more
married at 30 in the model we need to increase couple’s resources by 4–6%. Fertility
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angle is a bit more elastic than marriage, although the elasticity is still low. Finally, there
is substantial fertility response if subsidizing involves single mothers. This once again
suggest that the participation constraints matter for the fertility decisions. This response
is within existing couples rather than single women choosing non-abortion.
Together, this exercise suggests that marriage promotion is non only unsustainable, but
is also hard to achieve. Additional implementation question is revenue-neutrality: in
more realistic setting subsidizing couples would mean higher tax burden for singles.
This potentially can create some additional pushing towards marriage, though in the
model these indirect effects are even lower. In terms of welfare, reallocation from singles
to couples is welfare-improving as couples spend money more efficiently due to returns
to scale, this, however, is sensitive to the assumptions on how the internals of couples
are organized and where exactly does utility come from.

8

Conclusions

The model identifies the large relative importance of non-economic gains of marriage;
in some sense, love matters much more than money. This does not mean that nothing
can be done in terms of the policy, but it does imply that putting together people who
are not meant to be together causes large losses. In contrast, allowing people to delay
their marriages and be more selective is the uniformly right direction of policies. Frictions associated with imperfect fertility control make women in the model vulnerable to
situations when economic incentives matter for a partner’s choice, as childcare costs are
high and need to be shared, and thus being single mothers is unwanted. Giving people
a choice to avoid these situations and skip unlucky matches makes women, men, and
their children better off. I see this as the model’s crucial insight.
What makes kids-first and marriage-first couples different? Generally speaking, this
is generated by the model’s reaction to unplanned pregnancies. When a couple that
thinks about whether to marry each other realize they have an unexpected child, their
disagreement options change, and it makes it hard for the parents to say no to each other.
Two sources of these changes are imperfect control over fertility and exogenous social
stigma. Together they explain the major part of the difference in divorce rates by fertility
timing, and their relative importance depends on education, but both matter substantially. Another force for the difference that is not directly related to the outside options
is the marriage-first group’s selectivity: risky couples choose not to have kids or have
them later. More quantitatively, the model can suggest that a bit less than a half of the
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kids-first marriages married because of kids, which implies the considerable importance
of the estimated mechanism of unplanned pregnancies for the partners choice. First,
many of these couples divorce in the future. Second, the whole presence of unplanned
pregnancy risks distorts the partners choice.
On the policy side, the model implies that pushing people to be together and creating
temporary marriages hurts the parents and does not even benefit children. Distorting
partnership choice is inefficient, and partnership choice itself is very inelastic to economic incentives. The choice of whether to keep an unplanned pregnancy is way more
responsive to economic incentives than the choice of whether to marry; therefore, more
child support enforcement may hurt an average child born in the economy. In contrast,
removing choice frictions regarding whether to be a single mother and whether to enter the marriage following a pregnancy provides direct gains to women and indirect
gains to men and children. This even has empirical content: in places with more liberal
abortion and birth control access one should expect kids-first couples to be more stable.
Checking this is possible with some detailed data but is a little outside of the current
project’s scope.
The directions for future research also include the interaction of unplanned pregnancies
with cohabitation. There are strong reasons to believe that for many unmarried cohabiting couples childbearing triggers marriage; the data on changes in people’s marital
status is also suggestive about this. Some part of the mechanism is captured in this paper; however, developing precise reasoning of why childbearing can cause the contract’s
change is not trivial. In an ongoing project Blasutto and Kozlov (2020) we look at the
marriage vs. cohabitation choice more explicitly in a context of a response to unilateral
divorce, but combining it with fertility choices while keeping the model tractable is still
an unsolved problem.
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Table 10: Extrental Estimates.
College

High School

Income shocks and initial standard deviation (SIPP, equations 12 and 14):
Female
Male

σz
0.20
0.16

σz,0
0.43
0.42

Female
Male

σz
0.18
0.17

σz,0
0.18
0.23

Income trends (ACS, equation 15):
estimated earnings trends:
college baseline

70

estimated earnings trends:
high school baseline

female
male
income (USD 1000s)

income (USD 1000s)

60
50
40
30
20

female
male

32
30
28
26
24
22
20

20

25

30

age

35

40

18

45

20

25

30

age

35

40

45

Marriageable singles’ log-assets distribution (SIPP, equation 22):
Female
Male

(α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 ; β0 , β1 )
(0.50, 0.22, 0.89, 0.09; 1.15, −0.014)
(1.07, 0.20, 1.31, 0.06; 1.06, −0.011)

Female
Male
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(α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 ; β0 , β1 )
(0.53, 0.065, 1.72, 0.005; 0.81, 0.005)
(−0.57, 0.16, 2.48, −0.059; 1.17, −0.011)

Figure 3: Model fit: main targets, college graduates
% in female population by age:
Kids First and Marriage First

Divorced by years after marriage by groups
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Notes: all points are targeted on the first three graphs.
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Figure 4: Model fit: quantities of singles, college graduates
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Figure 5: Model fit: main targets, high school graduates
% in female population by age:
Kids First and Marriage First

Divorced by years after marriage by groups
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Notes: all points are targeted on the first three graphs. Nothing is targeted on the last
graph, as the preference parameters are fixed at the college graduates’ levels.
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Figure 6: Model fit: quantities of singles, high school graduates
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Figure 7: Agreement thresholds and impact of unplanned pregnancy

Value functions (normalized)
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Figure 8: Agreement thresholds and impact of unplanned pregnancy, high school version.
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Figure 9: Anticipation of unplanned pregnancies.
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Notes: never experienced refers to the calibration where unplanned pregnancies do not happen, but agents still anticipate them. never anticipated refers to the calibration where unplanned pregnancies do not happen and everyone knows this.
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Table 11: Causal effects of unplanned pregnancy and their decomposition.

Marry if pregnant
Marry if not pregnant
Share in population
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25
Share in population
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25
...if pregnant at 25
...if not pregnant at 25

Offered All KF Compliers
+, −
+
+
+, −
+, −
−
College graduates
100
31.1
16.5
Ever divorced by the age of 50
19.6
35.3
45.6
21.0
23.8
19.1
Married to any partner at 50
64.0
70.7
62.5
80.5
82.2
80.0
Single mother at 50
33.1
29.3
37.5
13.1
13.0
13.5
High school graduates
100
36.4
12.1
Ever divorced by the age of 50
37.4
54.2
69.2
42.0
47.2
39.1
Married to any partner at 50
65.5
66.7
59.2
73.1
74.1
71.8
Single mother at 50
32.1
33.3
40.8
22.3
23.1
23.7

Always
+
+

Never
−
−

14.6

68.9

23.6
29.1

12.5
19.8

80.0
84.7

61.0
79.7

20.0
12.5

34.8
13.2

24.2

63.6

46.7
51.3

27.9
39.0

70.4
75.3

64.8
72.5

29.6
22.7

31.4
21.8

Notes: this compares two identical populations, in which everyone met their first potential
partners at 25 and either gets or does not get an unplanned pregnancy. All KF refers
to subpopulation of those who agreed to enter the marriage following the pregnancy.
Among them, Compliers are those who disagreed in case of no pregnancy and Always
are those who agreed under both scenarios. Group Never represents those who disagreed
both with and without the pregnancy. This is the calibration for the college graduates, the
numbers are percentages.
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Table 12: Effects of unplanned pregnancies and their anticipation.

% ever married at 25
% ever married at 35
% ever divorced at 30
% ever divorced at 50
% single mothers at 35

High School
BL NE NA
34.3 33.0 30.8
66.1 67.0 62.2
9.8 9.4 8.3
35.3 36.9 34.5
29.8 22.8 21.9

College
BL NE NA
24.5 24.0 21.7
79.0 79.7 76.9
4.6 4.4
3.8
23.2 23.3 21.8
7.7 3.8
3.7

Welfare compared to BL (1000s of 2017 USD in savings)

median male at 23
median female at 21

93
75

60
75

Notes: BL is the baseline estimation, NE is when unplanned pregnancies are anticipated, but never experienced, NA is when unplanned
pregnancies are neither anticipated nor experienced. Welfare computing details are given in Appendix D.

High School:
37.5

share of ever divorced by 40
by conception success, avg diff = 7.1%

always conceive
never conceive

35.0

always conceive
never conceive

20
18

32.5

% divorced by 40

% divorced by 40

College:

share of ever divorced by 40
by conception success, avg diff = 2.0%

30.0
27.5
25.0

16
14
12
10

22.5

8

20.0
26

27

28
29
30
31
32
age at the first attemped conception

33

26

27

28
29
30
31
32
age at the first attemped conception

Figure 10: How fertility changes divorce risks.
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Table 13: Experiment: more pushing into shotgun marriage.

Parameter φs :
...at 35
...at 25
...at 35
...10 years after
...total

High School
College
×0.5 Base
×2
∞ ×0.5 Base
×2
% of single mothers in population
29.1 29.8
31.0
34.1
7.8
7.7
7.7
% ever married
33.3 34.3
36.8
42.0 24.3 24.5
25.3
65.2 66.1
69.1
75.7 78.5 79.0
80.1
% divorced if kids-first
22.3 23.0
30.1
48.2 17.4 19.4
23.9
% unplanned pregnancies aborted
47.2 38.2
27.2
0.0 44.1 39.9
34.7

∞
10.2
28.5
85.0
57.8
0.0

Welfare compared to Base, 1000s USD

median male at 23
median female at 21

25.0
10.1

— −46.8 −134.5
— −17.0 −25.6

9.3
3.4

—
—

−19.1 −68.7
−6.3 −18.9

Welfare compared to Base, 1000s USD — unanticipated change

median male at 23
median female at 21

3.3
−0.3

—
—

−6.2 −134.5
−0.5 −25.6

0.7
−0.3

—
—

−1.9 −68.7
0.2 −18.9

Child consumption equivalent, 1000s USD

ever born, median
born at 30, median

21.2
27.8

20.9
27.0

20.5
26.4

19.5
24.5

62.3
65.7

62.0
65.5

61.5
65.4

59.4
64.4

Notes: this experiment changes the magnitude of social stigma parameter φs . Details on how
welfare comparison and child consumption equivalent defined are given in D.
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0.90
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Mean match quality of couples
by the presence of the kids

0.54
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High School:
Mean match quality of couples
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Figure 11: How divorce risks affects fertility.

Table 14: Effects of subsidizing couples.
High School
(base)
elasticities:
Subsidy schemes:
AC CK
AK
ever married at 30
(52.0) 0.17 0.10 -0.09
with kids at 30
(60.7) 0.38 0.72 1.41
single mothers at 30 (28.1) -0.09 0.01 0.77

College
(base)
elasticities:
AC CK AK
(60.3) 0.25 0.05 0.01
(37.0) 0.36 0.88 1.09
(5.2) -0.02 0.01 0.07

Notes: (base) is the base value of each outcome in each education group.
AC is a lump-sum subsidy to couples without kids and with kids.
CK is a lump-sum subsidy to couples with kids.
AK is a lump-sum subsidy to couples with kids and single mothers.
Elasticities are computed as
=

∆ Outcome (percentage points)
.
∆ Median resources (%)

For the median resources I use median labor earnings plus savings of a couple with kids
at 30. The actual amount of subsidy is equivalent to 6000 of 2017 USD annually and has
age limits of 21–40.
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Table 15: Impact of child support
College
High School
Child support regime:
No Base Full
No Base Full
divorced in 10 years if KF
18.9 19.4 19.8 22.4 23.0 24.2
divorced in 10 years if MF
4.9
5.4
6.6 14.1 15.9 18.4
KF women in population at 30
3.6
3.6
3.6 13.4 13.5 13.7
MF women in population at 30 27.2 28.1 29.3 21.0 22.4 22.9
single mothers at 35
7.4
7.7
9.6 27.8 29.8 34.6
unplanned pregnancies aborted 41.0 39.9 28.2 44.9 38.2 17.0
Welfare compared to Base (1000s of 2017 USD in savings)
median man at 23
2.6
— −4.8
4.6
— −9.7
median woman at 21
−4.1
—
7.7 −8.3
— 22.3
Child Consumption Equivalent, 1000s USD
child ever born, median
61.9 61.9 61.4 21.5 20.9 19.6
child born at 30, median
64.7 65.8 65.8 28.6 27.0 26.2
Notes: No refers to the scenario with absent child support, Base is the one with limited enforcement used in the estimated model, Full is fully enforced child support.
Details on how welfare comparison and child consumption equivalent defined are
given in D.
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Table 16: Fertility control and removing the stigma perform the best.
High School
College
Experiment Base FC NS Both
BL FC NS
% of single mothers in population
...at 35
29.8 24.2 28.7 23.0
7.7 3.9 8.0
% ever married
...at 25
34.3 32.3 32.4 30.6 24.5 22.3 23.9
...at 35
66.1 65.9 63.9 61.3 79.0 77.7 77.8
% divorced 10 years after marriage if...
...kids-first
23.0 20.0 20.1 16.3 19.4 10.0 14.3
15.9 15.2 14.8 13.9
5.4 5.3 5.4
...marriage-first
% unplanned pregnancies aborted
...total
38.2 69.8 47.2 79.4 39.9 83.6 44.1

Both
3.8
21.6
76.8
8.4
5.3
87.5

Welfare compared to Base, 1000s USD

median male at 23
median female at 21

—
—

36.2
15.5

23.7
51.5

73.7
104.7

—
—

51.1
23.1

7.5
22.7

74.9
60.6

62.3
65.7

64.7
67.0

Child consumption equivalent, 1000s USD

ever born, median
born at 30, median

20.9
27.0

23.0
29.2

21.4
28.2

23.6
30.6

61.9
65.8

64.5
67.3

Notes: FC shows an experiment when women can choose to terminate any unwanted
pregnancy at no costs. NS removes the social stigma setting φs = 0. Both does both
experiments together. Welfare details are given in Appendix D, 500 is an upper bound for
welfare changes.
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A
A.1

Additional ACS Evidence [TBA]
Flow-Based Divorce Rates

Demographic statistics (see ... for an example) typically defines divorce rates as number
of divorces by 1,000 of women, either all or ever married, that happen within a particular
year. This measure is different from mine: I focus on a cumulative measure of share
divorced, and the divorce rate is a flow measure of the new divorced. Its advantage
though that is is more robust to composition.
Table ... shows the divorce rates: number of divorces in KF group (divorces per 1,000
KF women), in MF group (divorces per 1,000 MF women), as well as KF-divorces and
MF-divorces per 1,000 women in general population. Switching the measure does not
provide particularly different insights.
A.2

Changing the ∆T window

Here I show the results excluding restriction −5 ≤ ∆T ≤ 5. Many people with ∆T > 5
are divorced, which perhaps indicate that they might have divorced before having the
child, and this can bias the judgement of the marital stability, however qualitatively the
pattern still holds. See ....
A.3

Step or Own Children in ACS

For existing marriages ACS sometimes allows to capture the relation of children to the
father. The requirement for this is that the male is the household head, and the exact
criterion for it is not clear, however in two-person households ...% have male heads.
Focusing on them, it is easy to recover the percentage of stepchildren in surviving marriages by ∆T . As we can see from the left panel of Table ..., as ∆T approaching zero, the
share of households with stepchildren decreases, and it never exceeds ...%.
Focusing on surviving marriages is restrictive, as it is possible that marriages with step
children live shorter and drive the difference in divorce rate. If this is the case, then one
would expect that the observable duration of a surviving marriage with step children
will be shorter. Therefore the right panel of Table ... shows the average duration of
an observable marriage. It suggests the differences in duration are almost absent, and
therefore it is not likely that the marriages with step children have drastically different
divorce patterns, which is another validation of the results from SIPP.
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B
B.1

Additional Model Details
Single Males

The single males face less consequences of unplanned pregnancies, as they do not have
to make an abortion decision. Yet, they may be required to pay the child support and
suffer from the same social stigma in case of refusal to enter a shotgun marriage. This
depends on the female’s match-specific decision to keep the pregnancy, so the value of
refusal in this case:

pcs,n · V m,s (a, z m − CS m ) + (1 − pcs,n )V m,s (a, z m ), kept pregnancy
t
t
m,s
m
Ecsm Vt (a, z ) =
V m,s (a, z m ),
abortion
t

(25)
Finally, the pool of potential partners for them is different, as there are chances they
meet a single mother. In case this happens and they agree to marry, they face a one-time
utility costs φr , that is capturing disutility of having a step child.
Let ΓM denotes potential woman matches without kids, and ΓM k denote marriageable
single mothers. Also, let psk
t denote the share of single mothers in population. To ease
meet
·(1−ppreg ), denote probability to meet a childless
the notation, let pmeet,np = (1−psk
t )·p
meet
woman and not to have an unplanned pregnancy, similarly pmeet,p = (1 − psk
· ppreg
t )·p
meet
if for an unplanned pregnancy and pmeet,sk = psk
is for meeting a single mother.
t ·p
The problem for single males is similar:
(
Vtm,s (a, z m ) = max
0 m
a ,c

β · Ezm0 |zm
meet,np
pt

u(cm )+

(26)

(1 − pmeet
) · V m,s (a0 , z m0 ) +
t

(no partner met)

Z h
m,c 0
(a + aM , ω M , θM,np )+
·
mM,np · Vt+1
i
m,s 0 m0
(1 − mM,np ) · Vt+1
(a , z ) dΓM +

meet,p

pt

·

Z h

m,ck 0
mM,p · Vt+1
(a + aM , ω M , θM,p )+

i

m,s 0 m0
(1 − mM,p ) · Ecsm Vt+1
(a , z ) − φs dΓM +
Z h
n
o
m,ck 0
meet,sm
pt
·
mM,sm · Vt+1
(a + aM , ω M , θM,sm ) − φr +
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(met, no pregnancy, agree)
(disagree)
(met, shotgun marriage)
(disagree, social stigma)
(met a single mother)

i
m,s 0 m0
(1 − mM,sm ) · Vt+1
(a , z ) dΓM k
s.t. a0 + cm = R · a + Wtm (z m )

B.2

!)
(disagree)
(evolution of the assets).

Divorce Values and Child Support

When couple divorces, the assets are split evenly. This follows Voena (2015), which provides a broader discussion of this assumption. Shortly, it is justified by the fact that
most of the state either follow equal division of marital property or impose on average
a division that is approximately equal, and the fact that people accumulate most of their
wealth in marriage as they marry being relatively young. I did not find this to be particularly important for the qualitative results, although the property division obviously
affects the divorce rates.
Instead, I assume that upon divorce both spouses incur fixed utility costs φd . Therefore
the divorce values are based on couple’s state, and for the couples without children are
given by
Vtf,d (a, ω) = Vtf,s (0.5 · a, z f ) − φd , Vtm,d (a, ω) = Vtm,d (0.5 · a, z m ) − φd .

(27)

If couple with a child divorces, the child custody is always given to mother, and the
father does not get any utility from the absent child. The father, however, can be forced
to pay child support. The permanent nature of productivity shocks z allows to model
child support as reallocation in productivities. The child support is assumed to be related solely to the male’s labor income.
The child support is awarded following a divorce with probability pcs,d , which is different between married and unmarried couples. If the child support is awarded, the
evolution of productivity is z̃tf = ztf + CS m (ztm ) and ztm = ztm − CS f (ztf , ztm ) for women
and men respectively. Whether the child support is awarded is not known at the moment of divorce or marriage decisions. This realization does not keeps track of child’s
age, assuming the child support is paid indefinitely long, however, the fixed chances to
avoid child support balance this. Productive males who lose the most because of indefinitely long payment period are also the most protected as they are less likely to pay
relative to the case where establishing child support were up to decision of women.
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To determine the exact change in z, assume that child support is proportion κ of male’s
labor income, then the productivity loss for male CS m (z m ) sovles
exp(ztm − CS m + Ttm ) = (1 − κ) · exp(ztm + Ttm ),
and the productivity gain of female CS f (ztf , ztm ) solves
exp(ztf + CS f + Ttf ) = exp(ztf + Ttf ) + κ · exp(ztm + Ttm ).
Given the values for the child support, the (expected) values of the divorce for a couple
with a child are
Vtf,dk (a, ω) = pa · Vtf,sk (0.5 · a, z f + CS f ) + (1 − pa ) · Vtf,sk (0.5 · a, z f ) − φd ,

(28)

Vtm,dk (a, ω) = pa · Vtm,s (0.5 · a, z m − CS m ) + (1 − pa ) · Vtm,s (0.5 · a, z m ) − φd .

(29)

In the actual solution the resulting transition of z is approximated by two-point binary
distribution over the nearest grid values.
B.3

Functional Forms

The model assumes a set of standard CRRA utility and production functions.
Consumption’s utility is standard:
u(c) =

c1−σ
.
1−σ

(30)

When two spouses live in the couple, they can spend less money to achieve consumption
levels cf , cm then alone because of household’s returns to scale. I assume that total
couple’s consumption expenditures are

 1
c = C(cf , cm ) ≡ (cf )1+ρc + (cm )1+ρc 1+ρc .

(31)

In a spirit of Chiappori and Mazzocco (2017), couple’s intrahousehold problem can be
simplified to picking just a total consumption expenditures. To see this, one may con-
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sider the problem


m 1−σ
f 1−σ
 1
 f 1+ρc
m (c )
m 1+ρc 1+ρc
f (c )
+θ ·
, s.t. c = (c )
+ (c )
.
U (c) = max θ ·
1−σ
1−σ
cf ,cm
After doing some algebra, it can be shown that there are functions A(θ), kf (θ) and km (θ)
such that
c1−σ
U (c) = A(θ) ·
, cf = k f (θ) · c, cm = k m (θ) · c,
1−σ
and therefore utility of the couple can simply be represented as a function of total expenditures and bargaining weights, which simplifies the optimization considerably.
When the children are present, parents produce child’s consumption q as a public good.
Both parent’s money x and female time lf contribute to the its production, so

1
q = f (x, lf ) ≡ xλ + κ · (1 − lf )λ λ

(32)

This function is built in such a way that if female works full-time (lf = 1), q just represents the monetary expenditures x. This also helps to interpret the subsistence constraint, as we require q ≥ q̄.
The utility of having a child consists of fixed utility benefit and part that is dependent
on the child’s consumption, so
φ(q) = φ0 + α ·

q 1−φ1
.
1 − φ1

(33)

For the skills depreciation functions, the model assumes discrete choice of labor supply,
which only has an extensive margin: whether or not to participate in the labor market.
Participating corresponds to lf = 1 and δ(1) = 0, and non-participating is lf = l and
δ(1) = δ.
B.4

Other Details

All agents retire at the age of T R , where they get a fixed retirement income of b, unconditional on their past productivity. I found this to be of minor importance for the results,
as all the transitions I focus only happen early in life.
I introduce non-linear taxation, that depends on couple’s or single’s total labor earnings
and number of children, following the approximations obtained by Guner, Kaygusuz,
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and Ventura (2012). The approximations are based on social security data and capture
not solely the tax schedule, but also the average utilization of the major welfare programs, including EITC and TANF.

C

Solution Technique

To solve the model, all state variables and transition probabilities are discretized, and
the value function iteration starting from the very last period is used. An important
complication is that there is no guarantee that value functions are convex or even monotonic, although the latter can be proved in simple cases. The discreteness of marriage,
divorce, fertility and labor supply decisions and the collective nature of the couple’s
decisions make modern Euler-equation based methods (like Iskhakov et al. (2015)) difficult to apply. Adding taste shocks as a smoothing device can potentially be done, but
it is not enough to obtain tractable Euler equations as the envelope theorem is not applicable to the individual values of couple’s decisions. Therefore the preferred approach
is maximal discretization, and the consumption-savings problems are solved by brute
force global search. The details of the method are described in Appendix C.
In total, the model takes around three minutes to be solved and simulated on a Macbook Pro, 2015. As the routines for optimization, marriage and renegotiation are very
parallelizable, it can be efficiently solved on GPUs. The code is done in Python using
Numba–Cuda package and Cupy package. Running time is then 30–70 seconds, depending on the GPU model.
As the model has a finite lifespan and no interaction of people of different ages, apart
from a fixed difference in ages (which is just equivalent to renumbering the periods),
it can be solved using a standard backward induction, starting from zero value at the
last period of the life. Large dimensionality of state complicates the analysis, for each
age and agents’ type the value function is a 5-dimensional object, where the dimensions
are assets, female and male productivity, match quality and (one-dimensional) bargaining power. Productivities and match quality, however, are exogenous objects and are
referred to as ω.
The solution assumes discrete grids for assets a (60 points), female productivity z f (7
points), male productivity z m (5 points), couple’s match quality ψ (15 points) and female
bargaining weight θ (15 points). These grid points represent the nodes at which the
value functions are stored, the decisions regarding savings and bargaining power are
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allowed to be off-grid, and for them I introduce finer grids for savings s (500 points) and
decision weights θ (150 points), where the value functions at these point are computed
by the linear interpolation of the coarser grid values.
To discretize the standard random walk process for z and ψ I used a non-stationary
Rouwenhorst (1995) method. Fella, Gallipoli, and Pan (2019) show that it has the best
performance for the lifecycle model applications. An important feature of the method
is the grid that depends on time, as the standard deviation of the random walk variable
increases over time. The case of random walk with drift for the skills depreciation when
females are out of labor force requires being handled separately, I discuss this in C.2.
C.1

Tauchen Method

This is what I refer to as Tauchen method (Tauchen 1986). For a random variable x
and the n-node grid [y1 , ..., yn ] probability to get to the node k is a probability that x
is closer to yk than to anywhere else, assuming the grid is ordered, this becomes pk =

¶ yk−12+yk ≤ x ≤ yk+12+yk for k ∈ {1, ..., n}, assuming y0 = −∞ and yn+1 = +∞.
This idea is not specific to the normal distribution and can be used with an arbitrary
CDF.
C.2

Approximations for Skills Depreciation

In case of being out of the labor force, the equation 14 represents a random walk with
drift. Rouwenhorst (1995) approximation is not tractable for this case. If done, it will
also require having different grid nodes for those in and out labor force.
Therefore, these transition matrices are derived separately using a somewhat synthetic
approach: I keep the same Rouwenhorst nodes as for those in the labor force and combine them with Tauchen approach for obtaining the transition probabilities. I did not
find the result to be particularly sensitive to the choice approximation method, therefore
I used the best method whenever I could and the tractable one whenever the approach
is not obvious.
C.3

Partners’ Distribution

Take females, for example. Given the grid for z m = {z1m , ..., znmz } in this period, I apply Tauchen method to (non-parametrically estimated) distribution of the single male’s
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productivity at this age Ftz,m (z), and get probabilities to draw a partner with each level
{p1 , ..., pnz,f }. The assets distribution from equation 16 can be represented as
a = exp {µat (z) + εat · σta (z)} I(log a∗ ≥ ā), εat ∼ N (0, 1).
I apporximate no εat with q-point distribution.17 For each zim this implies q assets levels
{ai1 , ..., aiq } and corresponding probabilities {pi1 , ..., piq }. By combining the two discrete
distributions, and adding the distribution for initial match quality ψ, which is again a
2
), we get a distribution of potential matches
discrete-grid approximation of N (µψ,0 , σψ,0
in terms of a, z and ψ. Essentially, this can be interpreted as singles drawing potential
couple’s state ω = (z f , z m , ψ) from some discrete distribution and additionally drawing
a one of the random q assets positions, so the single agent has nzf ×nzm ×nψ ×q potential
discrete transitions.

D
D.1

Details on Welfare Comparisons
Assets Variation

The welfare comparison is done in a manner familiar to classic microeconomics, but
everything is converted to amounts of money in savings for a single person with no
savings in the beginning of their life.
Essentially, for changes which make the person better off, the measure I use asks having
how much money on savings account in the beginning of the life is equivalent to having the change. This resembles equivalent variation measure. Namely, if the change is
preferred, the assets variation is:
f,s,no change

AV = a∗t (z) such that Vt

f,s,with change

(a = a∗ , z) = Vt

(a = 0, z).

Otherwise, if the change is not preferred, we cannot deduct the money. Therefore, for
the negative changes I define the measure similar to compensating variation:
f,s,with change

AV = −a∗t (z) such that Vt

f,s,no change

(a = a∗ , z) = Vt

17

(a = 0, z),

I use slightly arbitrary five-point Tauchen approximation of standard normal with the
nodes{0, ±0.75, ±1.5}. I find these to be more pretty satisfactory as setting more extreme bounds produces too many partners with zero assets.
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meaning how much money on savings account would compensate the person for the
change.
Defining these measures for people in couples is complicated, as the value functions
depend on the endogenous bargaining power. For the simpler exposure I omit these
comparisons.
D.2

Child’s Consumption Equivalent

A simple measure for well-being of the child is the average child’s consumption Q for
the first 18 years of the child’s life. At the moment the child is born, it is constructed as
"

17
1 − β X s 1−ξ
·
β Qb+s
Q̄b =
1 − β 18 s=0

1
# 1−ξ

.

Since agents can have up to one child, each childbearing woman has the unique value
of this measure.
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